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The VICTORIAN MARATHON CLUB NE'TSLETTER is published for the information of members of
the Y«M»C* and other people interested in distance running and athletics in general.
The V*M*C.^NEWSLETTER is the editorial responsibility of the Editors on behalf Of the
members of the V.M«C.
It is issued four times a year,corresponding to the seasons (months) of*
SPRING (September),SUMMER (December),AUTUMN, (March) and WINTER (June) i
All athletes,irrespective of age or sex,are invited to contribute letters,results*
comments, etc, t o the Editor,V«M.C*NE^LETTER,1 Golding St4CANTERBURY« 3126. Victoria.
DEADLINE FOR COPY: 15th February,May,August, November.PLEASE start submitting copy
from one month before the set deadlines.so that we can maintain smooth scheduling for
laying-out,printing and despatching.
PLEASE NOT that material submitted for publication SHOULD be on single-spaced,typed
foolscap,irrespective of length,to make for better laying-out.It is suggested that
articles should not exceed one and a half pages of foolscap.
Articles for publication MOST be accompanied by the name and address of the contribu
tor, together with his or her signature.The writer of the article shall retain full
responsibility for the oontent of the item submitted.
THE VICTOHIAN MARATHON CLUB IS l
dPEN FOR MEMBERSHIP for any registered amateur athlete.
COSTS
$2 per annum for Seniors; $1 for Juniors(u.19) - §4 & S2 after 1-4.-1979
CHARGES 6 0 / Race Fee for each event,EXCEPT for the MARATHON(01) and EMIL ZATOPEK(Sl).
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION - contact the General Secretary of the V.M .C.J
Dvid CRAIG,45 Caledonia Crescent,MDLGRAVE, 3l70»Victoria.
MEMBERSHIP FEES and OTHER MONIES should be went to the TREASURHR of the V.M.C.S
George WILSON, 48 Argyll Street,CHADSTONE,3148,Victoria.
RACE ENTRIES (NO MONEY TO BE SENT) are taken 1 hour before advertised starting time,
EXCEPT for the MARATHON, EMIL ZATOPEK and other major track events,when
intention to enter MOST be notified at least three weeks before the date of
the event to the Competition Seeretary.Fred LESTER, 1 Golding St, CANTERBURY,
3126,V ic . RACE FEES are payable when checking in on the day of the race.
ENQUIRIES ABOUT TROPHIES should be sent to the ASST .TREASURER (Trophies) :
Vic ANDERSON, 12 Wri^it Street,CLIFTON H ILL,3068,Victoria.
LOCATION OF VENUES
MELWAY No. 11 Reference
W O BRIDGES,opposite Botanis Gardens entrance at Morell Bridge
44 B 12
OLYMPIC PARK,Swan Street(l500m Flinders St;800m Richmond Stn,on tram)
44 B 11
68 K 9
MORRUMBEENA(Glenhuntly Track)North Rd/Murrumbeena Rd
SANDRINGHAM TRACK,Thomas S t .,HAMPTON,1km from Station.
76 K 6
DONCASTER TRACK,close George St/Victoria St intersection
33 J 11
BOX HILL TRACK,EELgar Rd/Barrow St intersection
47 B 7
r 43 G 3
28 D 6
ABERIELDIE TRACK,Corio S t,o ff Waverley St(Metro Route 37)MOOHEE PONDS
RINGWOGD TRACK,Sylvia Grove,south end of New Street,RINGW00D
49 F 11
COLLINGWOQD TRACK,Heidelberg Rd,CLIFTON HILL,500m from Overpass
30 G 12
ROBINSON HALL (Albert Park circuit)rear Basketball Stadium,Albert Rd
57 J 3
196 G 9
POINT LEO, 200m up from Pt.Leo Beach turn-off in Flinders Rd
148 G 10
TYABB (Peninsula Motor Inn)Mornington-Tyabb Rd
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** ** * * ** ** ** ** *
INTERSTATE LINES OF COMMUNICATION s
AMATEUR ATHLETIC UNION OF AUSTRALIA Lee Morris on, Collins Gate, 377 Lit.Collins St,Melb.
NEW SOUTH WALES * Clive Lee,AAA of NS1,280 Pitt St,SYDNEY,2000,NSW,
QUEENSLAND t John Bailey , Q*land AAA,'

'

,33 Wighton St,NASHVILLE,4017>Q'land.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA * Ray Graham,SA AAA.,P .O . Box 231,ADELAIDE 5001,S.A .
TASMANIA s Noel Ruddock,Tas .AAA, 10 Reynolds C

o

u

r

t

, 7005,Tasmania.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA : Geoff WALL, 26 Kweda Way,N0LLAMARA,.606l ,W .A,
VICTORIA ; Mabel Robinson,VAAA,103 Pelham St,CARLTON,3053,Victoria.
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HOvT SIGNIFICANT * ?

The Melbourne Marathon probably has been the main talking point among distance
runners for several months .Many aspects of the event are most significant : *
The concept came from the State Government.This solved in one stroke all the usual
problems of runners and traffic,as one lane of the Nepean Highway was closed and police
patrolled all intersections .Runners therefore could savour the thrill of running safely
before thousands of spectators along one of Australia’ s busiest and most densely popu
lated highways (instead of dodging motorised cowboys on remote country roads).With a
State Election due next year we are uncertain whether the Melbourne Marathon will be
an annual event or a "oncer",but in the meantime let’ s give Brian Dixon a large
"Thank You".
*The event was heavily sponsored,notably by the Dairy Industry (Big M ), Qantas and
Radio 3MP.Sponsorship meant lots of publicity and substantial prizes,and would have
enabled overseas athletes to compete (had the event not clashed with better-known
marathons at Kosice,New York and Fukuoka on dates close to i t ) .
*The Big M captured the imagination of athletes and joggers alike .Melbourne parks
and roads seemed to be covered in runners for months prior to the event .Athletes who
had already run marathons were eagerly sought after for advice by friends, acquaintances
and workmates.Hitherto we only bored people when we talked of running I
*Amateurs and professionals at last could compete on level terms - the outcome
surprised some of the less informed members of the public,who think an "amateur" by
definition is not as good as a "pro".
*Partly reflecting the cool weather conditions,two out of every three male entrants,
and over 97i° of the women,finished the event.It seems the women were more thoroughly
prepared and paced themselves better than the men .Perhaps it is also "because women
genetically and hormonally are much better able to use body fat as fuel",as top U .S.
marathoner D'r Joan Ullyot asserts.
To conclude,The Big M has all the ingredients to become one of the world's classic
marathons - government support,heavy sponsorship,larte prizes,huge entries,good publi
city, an interesting course and the prospect of very fast times in the "right" weather
conditions.I will be surprised if the organisers are taxable to attract overseas and
more top class Australian entries next yearfespecially if the date is brought forward
by a few weeks,as is being widely suggested,
Dick
xxx

Batchelor.

xxx

xxx

GLEAN__DP________BACKI.0G-_ _ I
YMC Marathon Certificates ofa 1978 have still to be picked up by*
Garry HARRIS,Tom JUNCKEN,Bill PETERSON,Neil GRIFFIN,Gerry 'WHITE,Ernie ELLIOTT,
Bob SCHIGKERT,Ian DUNN,Kathy McLEAN,John BARRIE,Richard WEST,Neil TAYLOR,Kevin ONLEY,
Field RICKARDS,Keith GRAHAM,Bob LAWTON,Des MIDDLETON, John ZELEZMKOW,Gordon PORTER,
Norm MACLEISH,David YAFFE and Geoff WHITE.
All the above named have not been struck off the list,w ill they please check with
Fred Lester at any of the 17MC runs.
In addition,there are some people entitled to certificates for "VMC Marathons run in
previous years .Those concerned are asked to file a claim,stating the year competing
and time achieved,if possible to make checking easier so that the certificate gives
the correet data.
We have two broken sets of raoe numbers now due to the negligence of some of the compe
titors .Will anyone reading this and knowing the people mentioned please remind them
that a broken set is a dead loss and a financial liability to'the TTMG,as we cannot
puarchase single numbers but must buy them, in whole sets of 10011
Nos* 25 Jim PASfON ,• 26 Dave ELTRINGHAM j 31 Harry COOPER ?
; 91 Tony COOK .
VMC Newsletters are still being returned as members have failed to notify us in time
of their change of address,Two out of the last lot ares
Tim ERICKSON and Dave ELTRINGHAM . Can anyone help with their new whereabouts ?

SUMMER FIXTURES 1978/79. CVenues & Conditions Page 2 tl)
DEC 6(Wed)VMC 8km & 2km,Two Bridges,6 . 30pm.(Foilowed by Barbecue get-together)
DEC 11(Mon)EMIL ZATOPEK 10,000m "E"(39:00 & 18*30 min)and "F"(no limit) Divisions. 6.30
12(Tue) "
"
" "C"(35*00 & l6*30)and "D»(37*00 & 17*30)
,f 6.30.
13(Wedj "
11
" "B"( 33*00 & 15*30),Women & Juniors 3000m, 6.30.
14(Thu) "
"
" "A”
(30*30 & 14*30),Masters Mile.
All Bail Zatopek races are open to VMC members only.except in "A” ,where special
standards of 30*00 and 14*00 apply for non-members by invitation.THERE ARE NO
POST ENTRIES, competitors are asked! to provide a scorer.
DEC
JAN
JAN
FEE
FEB
FEB

31 (Sun) VMC fflDNIGHT RUN,Two Bridges, 12 midnight.
2( Tue) "Run-for-your-Supper", track events for everybody,MURRTMEEENA, 6.30pm.
2l(Sun) VMC 4 laps,Princes Park,Pavilion opp.Walker St.,8am .
VMC 2nd Division V ic .1 0 ,000m,Doncaster,6.30pm.
11(Sun) VMC 5 laps,Princes Park,Pavilion opp .Walker S t ., 8am.
25\Sun) VMC, 6 laps,Princes Park,
"
"
M
" ,8am.

PROPOSED WINTER FIXTURES 1979
APR 1 (Sun)VMC 0nce-around-the-2an, 10.30am.APR.29 VAAA Opening CC run
APR 7
VMC Half -Marathon &1 Okm, Tull amarine, 2 .30 MAT 12 VAAA 8km CCC,Latrobe V.
APR l6(Mon)VMA 16km & 4M,Princes Park.2 ,30
MAY 13 Ball.Half-Mar,11am.

APR
APR
MY
JUN
JUL
SEP
OCT

25(Wed)VMC 12km & 4km,F.C.,Domain.2 .30
29(Sun)VMC 15km & 5km,Albert Park, 10.30am

MAY
JON
27lSun)VMC 20km & 10km,Albert Park,10.30am
JUN
17(SUN)VMC MARATHON & Mini-Marathon,Binner-Dance.JUL
14
VMC25km & 10km,Werribee,2pm.
JUL
15
VMC30km & 15km King of the Mountains
AUG
7 (Sun)VMC1 hour run & teams rases
AUG

OCTl6(Tue)Glenhuntly R.W.Clarke 10,000m
OCT 21 (Sim)BIG "M" MELBOURNE MARATHON
NOV 7(^ed)vMC 16km & 6km, Two Bridges
NOV 13lTue )Sandringhara "Puma" 10,000m
NUV 25(Sun)OLYMPIC MARATHON,Princes Park.

26 VAAA Sandown Relays

9 VAAA 10km Rd,Werribee
23 VAAA MARATHON,Point Cook
7 VAAA 16km CCC Jells Park
21 VAAA 15 km Rd Fisherman*s B.
4 VAAA 12km
CCC Bundoora
11AAU MARATHON,Perth,

AUG 18 VAAA 25km
Lara
SEP 1 VAAA cc Relays,Yarra Bend
SEP 8 Monash Uni 10km Road Race

All the above are subject to ratification.Other likely dates are*
JUL 28 Vic Schoolboys CCC - JUL 21 TRARALGON MARATHON - AUG 25 COUNTRY MARATHON.
VMC ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING date is set for MARCH 1 4,1979,at Robinson Hall.

XXX

XXX

XXX

THE 1979 A.C.I.BACCHUS 12000,EASTER 1979,will be held as part of the Griffith Vintage
Festival and will incorporate a shorter distance for the not-so-serious runners,The
oourse is the same 12.5km,the short race will terminate at the half-way point*
A.Cl will present the winner with a return airfare,to a maximum value of $1000,to com
pete in a race of his choice in any part of the world.The second placegetter and the
first female to finish will each receive from A .C .I . an economy airfare to New Zealand
The second and third female and the third to tenth male placegetters will take part in
a draw to win an advance purchase return airfare to New Zealand.There are numerous
other prizes for teams and individuals,as well as bottles of wine and T-shirts.
Entry forms are available from the Griffith Athletic Club,P.O.Box 1327,G riffith ,2683,
or from the Griffith Tourist Bureau.No prizes for entries later than MARCH 24,1979*
xxx
xxx
xxx
WHYALLA HARRIERS are holding their annual Country MarathonChampionship
of SL.A.
on
Sunday MAY 6 ,1 9 7 9 ,commencing at 8.30am.
The previous winner of the race was Jack Foster of N .Z .It is a veryfast course
and
runners will be assured of running their best times.
R.Sara, Hon.S ecretary,P ,0 .Box 9 ,Whyalia, 56OO,S .A.
xxx
xxx
xxx
Annual B.A.A.MARATH0N,Hopkinson to Boston.Addkress*Will Cloney,Box 223,Boston,Mass.
The 83 rd annail race will be held on Monday,April 1 6 ,on Boston Patriots Day.T be eli
gible a male runner under 40 (minmum age 19 as of the date of the atace)must have com
pleted a sanctioned marathon between April 17,1978 and March 17,1979 within 3 hours.
Female runners and male runners 40 and over must have completed such a race within
3|- hours.To receive anofficial entry blank,send a stamped self-addressed long envelope
to above address.Blanks will be available in January .Entries will close on Monday,
March 19.N0 LATE ENTRIES WILL BE ACCEPTED .THE RIGHT TO REJECT ANY EMERY OR TO ISSUE
SPECIAL INVITATIONS IS RESERVED .Entry fee is 3 5( non-refundable) which must accompany
entry.The race starts exactly at 12noon,entrants must report to the Hopkinson High
School gym by'10am.For out of town runners,busus will leave the Boylston St.side
of the Prudential Plaza(Boston) not later than 8 . 30 am.Fare 02.

NEW ZEALAND ROAD EELAY CH1SHIP,AUGUST 1JOh, 1973»I>aliaersjfon. North.(Gerry Sofianosjj.
Undoubtedly, Victoria’ s Glenhuntly AAC is not only the strongest Road and Crosscountry
club in Australia but also in New Zealand as it won the prestigious ’’Round the Ranges”
rel^y from the cream of NZ clubs such as Auckland"Univers ity (Bruce Walker,Dave Young,
Bruce J ones,Phillip Wilson), Wellinton(Bryan Rose,D.C’ Connell), Owairaka( John Julian,
Bernie Vine,Kevin RYAN.These are just a few names to show the overall depth of the
Kiwi clubs which the ”Hunters" had to race against.
The NZ Road Relay Ch’ ship is held over one of four different courses,visually alterna
ting between the North and South Islands .This year's venue in the North Island drew a
record entry of 193 teams,38 md>re than in 1977.The total of 1226 competitors raced in
Senior A ,B ,C ,a Junior and a Women divisions.It’ s a great pity that Victoria cannot put
on something like th is.I am sure i f the clubs got together and talked it over they
should find a suitable course of about 50 miles outside Melbourne .What about it ?l
The major sponsors for this relay are Manawatu Knitting M ills.In this year’ s event
there was a total of $6000 worth of prizes.Even though this is an attraction it also
attracts the competitors because of the variety of terrain and the stamina and strength
required.
The relay’ s 8 "legs” range from flat,fast downhill to tough uphill running over 49*5
miles .The first leg of 6«7km of the Senior race led from Memorial Park in Main Street
Palmerston North along the flat Napier Road towards Ashurst.The second lef is a flat
8km through Ashurst and finishes at the foot of Saddle Road.The third leg is a 7»2km
all uphill climb to the summit of the Ruahine Ranges.The 11.8km fourth leg is also
tough as it is a fast 3km downhill stretch followed by a flat long grind through Wawarapa and Woodvdlle.The fifth leg of 1 2 .5km(and the longest)is visually the battle of the
strongest runners over this stretch which has a few rises.The sixth leg is also a tough
one,because for the major part of it ’ s 10.8km the runners are on their own,no cars are
allowed on this narrow and winding metalled road,which has quite a few undulations .The
seventh leg of 10.5km starts with a 2.5km uphill over the tararua Ranges to finish with
a steady downhill gradient.The eight and finaol le& of 10.8km is from the bottom of
Pahiatua track and back into Palmerston North over Fitzherbert Bridge into Main Street
to finish back where the race started from.
Picking the team can be anightmare as you must decide which runners will do better on
particular legs.Team manager and ex-Canterbury University runner Kevin O’Sullivan chose
the Glenhuntly team.Unfortunately,the late withdrawals of Tony Bart,Eric Coyle and Chris
Wardlaw didn’ t help .S t ill, after going around the course the night before the race,Kevin
picked the team.The only change after that was 15 minutes before the start,Chris Wardlaw
being a victim of the Flu.
Martin O’Malley substituted for Chris and ran very well for the first leg to be only 43
seconds down in fifth place behind the leaders Wellington.Kevin O’Sullivan on the second
leg also ran well but was against Bernie Walker(Auckland Uni)and we were down 1min 23
sec against new leaders,Palmerston North.Gerald Sofianos started leg three against Dave
Young( Auckland Uni)who put his team in front on the tough 4*5 miles uphill .However, that
could have killed Auckland’ s Uni winning chance,in spite of breaking the old leg record
by 53 sec .Gerald only lost 1 min 24 sec,but regained two places to bring Glenhuntly up
to sixth and just on 3 min behind the leaders and the’ top runners still to come.Bruce
Petts taking over on leg 4 burnt down the very steep 3km h ill and had trouble with his
brakes as he passed Don Greg(New Brighton) and Kevin Ryan(0wairaka)back from Edmonton
after his 4th in the Marathon.Reaching the bottom,Bruce continued to sureg on for the
next 8km to set a new leg record by 49 sec and cutting Auckland Uni’ s bid lead down to
only 29 sec and bringing Glenhuntly up into 3rd place.The fifth leg saw all the big guns
ready for us,but to their surprise so were wei Rob DeCastella taking over from Bruce
soon showed the opposition how to run and how strong we were.Rob with a big grin on his
face passed Bruce Jones(ex-Box Hill,now Auckland Uni)and showed no mercy.Bruce Jones
finished third in the NZ National CCC the weekend before .Unfortunately, Rob didn’t catch
Brude earlier - the leaders of each grade got 4 dozen bottles of beer.Still,Auckland
Uni being good sports shouted us a dozen at the party that nightIBy the end of Rob’ s
leg we were 32 sec in front(for the first time)and had cut off 31 sec of the old leg
rerfJord.At this stage we knew we could win but Auckland were still confident .In the 6th
leg Bob Welsh went off like a ferret chasing a rabbit over this crosscountry course,
where no cars were allowed to foilow(traffic was directed around it) .Meanwhile Arthur
kings land, warming up for his leg, was getting very nervous as the minutes ticked by .At
last a blue boomerang came in sight as rain started to fall and Bob was running at his
best to virtually wreck Auckland Uni’ s winning chance by opening the lead from 32 sec
to 1 min 58 sec .Arthur in his turn made sure not to let the Hunters down by storming up
the 2.5km h ill as the rain settled in.We all waited at the top to get a time on Arthur
and Craig Palmer of Auckland Uni(former NZ Junior CC Champion three years in a row) .By
the time Arthur reached the top of the range,the rain had turned into hail,but Arthur
looked strong and full of running as he now pounded along the 8km downhill stretch, the
wind and hail getting steadily worse.

NZ ROAD CHAMPS cont.
As the lead of 1*58 at the end of leg 6 ticked by,we waited for the dark blue singlet
with the white sSarts of Gary Palmer to appear*Apparently the hail must have got to him,
as by the time he got to the top he looked like Jim Peters finishing the maraJ>Jion,and at
the end of his leg had dropped a further 1 *30 to put us 3 nin 28 sec in front •Arthur's
was the fastest time on his leg and sent off Tic Anderson for the final leg,only having
to stride out to give Glerihuntly a very good win by 2 min 10 sec,2 min 23 sec outside
the race rocord of 4 hrs 6 min 29 s e c .It's amazing to think what we might have clocked
in good conditions with our full nAM grade available,like Dave Chettie,Eric Coyle,Tony
Bart,Chris Wardlaw and maybe one or two others.
Glenhuntly is capable of setting all 8 leg records and taking the race record next year.
It also shows the depth Glenhuntly has and why we are the No.1 distance club in Australia.The enthusiasm of our team mates made us feel that we couldn't let the team down and
this is why each one of us performed to the best of our ability .Especially Rob DeCastella
and Bruce Petts who gave that little extra to set new leg records.What will happen next
year I don* t" know, but Glenhuntly will be sending at least two teams and maybe a Junior
team as well.
Leg No. Glenhuntly
Time
Leg Place Team Place
Fastest Leg Place
1 Martin O'MALLEY
21*34
5
5
Mike ADDISON W ellington)
20*51
2 Kevin O'SULLIVAN
25*12
9
8
Barry JOBES(P'ston North) 23*25
3 Gerry SQFIMOS
25*44
3
6
Dave Y0UNG(Auckland 'Jni)
24*20
4 Bruce PETTS
34*20
1
3
(Glenhuntly)
5 Rob DED.ASTELLA
36*55
1
1
(Glenhuntly)
6 Bob WELSH
36*12
1
1
(Glenhuntly)
7 Arthus KINGS LAND
32*43
1
1
(Glenhuntly)
8 Vic ANDERSON
36*22
15
1
Phillip WILS0N(Auck Uni)
35*04
TEAMS *1 .Glenhuntly 4 *09 *02 2 .jAuckland Uni 4*11*12 3#New Brighton 4*11*45
4»Wellington 4 *12*56 5.(Owairaka4 * 13*09 6 .Victoria Uni 4*14*28
26 teams took p____
(Editor's Note*0ur thanks to Gerry for a very comprehensive and interesting article.)
xxx
xxx
xxx
NEITHER HERE NOR THERE.
Brian Lenton (A .C .T .C .C .C .)
After having read Chris Wardlaw's comeback article following a twelve months literary
lay-off,it seemed opportune to submit the traditionalseasonal review.The year kicked
off with the publication distance Running In Australia" which became a minor success
when all 237 copies were sold overnight.The non-existent editor in an incredible burst
of predictive journalism placed Rob DeCastella's profile on page 1 .Speculation surrounds
the failure of Mike Agostini and B ill Irving to contribute to DRA,However,the concept of
the book necessitated the exclusion of articles by sprinters.Besides,Mike was busy with
the serialisation of "The Edmonton Story",Sunday media preview/review and of course
'Slimmer' (note*this is a new magazine and not a person).
Time to inject the Commonwealth Games personal note .During 1967/68 a running companion
in Wollongong was Elias Sulus(coach of Edmonton marathon prodigy,Gidenas Shahanga).
Although we talked a lot about distance running one shouldn't see these conversations as
a simple cause and effect with the results a decade later.B ill Irving's failure to con
tribute is still mystifying.Of course it was James Fixx who flooded the '7 8 market with
his classic "The Complete Book Of Running".0ne notes with curiosity that Jimmy's pre
vious books were "Games for the Superintelligent" and "More Games for the Superintelligent.
Another development has been the Grand Slam Concept in distance writing.Gerry Sofianos
achieved the break-through with "Here Come The Women" in AA,DRN and VMC, and then 0z
expatriate Chris Caton folowed with the "Boston Experience".I hope this trend continues
as I know of only 1 3 runners who subscribe to all three publications.Certainly this
article will do the rounds in a belated attempt to collect bronze.
Superficial glancing at results Australia-wide indicates that Victoria is still supreme
closely followed by no-one*A sticker on my toilet seat informs me that Glenhuntly is
Australia's premier CC Club.Repeated flushing by special guest Pat Clohessy during the
4 th Annual Canberra Runners Camp(incidentally*an overseas guest next year) failed to
remove the sticker.Interestingly,Glenhuntly has never defeated the A .C .T .a t home in
their annual challenge match.Certainly,Trevor Vincent haa developed chronic knee pro
blems in recent years securing distance runners for the Hunters#
Canberra distance running made big strides this year,the establishment of training
groups was a progressive move.The formation of an elite training group early in the
year was shortlived when it was realised that only Jim Murphy and Dave Mclnnes were
eligible .However, common sense prevailed and an all-comers training group was set up.
Yet the cut-off point at sevens still discriminates against some(well,at least one).
Dave transferred to St.George this winter to ensure they won the State Marathon for
the umpteenth time.

MELBOURNE MARATHON
4ick Batchelor
Twelve months ago,could any of us have predicted a '’People’ s Marathon", ending before
crowds and TiV. cameras at Melbourne Town Hall ? Yet on Sunday,November 5»that’ s exactly
what happened.
Nobody knows how many people started the run in Foot St.,Frankston at 9*15 an,but there
were 2800 o ffic ia l'entries and scores of others who jogged along for a few kilometres
before pulling out .When the Qfficial timing ended after five hours,1925 runners had f i
nished and there were still another 40 to come .Many may never run another marathon,but
each was achieving a significant personal milestone.
The Marathon was the idea of the Hon*Brian Dixon,M .L.A. ,who was the official starter and
who alsA took part (finishing in about 4e hours).In keeping with the bigness of the
"Big M",Mr .Dixon left his cap pistol at home and started the race with a shotgun I
Full marks to Brian Dixon and to Rick Pannell and his team of organisers .Minoe traffic
jams and queues at the toilets at Franks ton High School,were the’ only problems encoun
tered at the start.No-doubt next year runners will avail themselves of the numerous
bluestone castles beside Nepean Highway, rather than queuing at Frankston High.

The 3® Ezpress from Flinders St. departed late but then sped down to Frankston in 45
minutes .The system of numbered plastic bags, for transporting runners* outer clothing
back to Melhoume, als0 worked well.
After the start,a leading pack quickly formed comprising Jim Langford,Dave Byrnes,Kevin
Hock and B il Scott.The 10km point was passed in that order with Eric Sigmont a lonely
fifth and another big pack some way behind,which included Paul 0 'Hare,Bob Guthrie,Neil
MoKem,Bill Joyce,Wayne Chettle,Hugh Wilson and Ted Paulin.
Mordialloc (l7tan) saw little change in this order,but up the h ill soon after Scott and
Langford pulled away slightly and at 20km were about 5 sec up on Byrnes and Rock*
By Moorabbin (28km) Scott had pulled out a lead of 150m on Langford who was atarting to
fade to be passed by Byrnes,making a great comeback following an achilles operation a
year ago.
0'Hare and Guthrie were by now the last survivors of the second pack,while Ted Paulin
was upholding the honour of the pro’ s with a solid performance,picking up several
placings in the closing stages#
Taking advantage of the cool weatiier,Scott had been trying to maintain a 2*15 pace but
the headwind steadily increased in strength during the morning,and he finally reached
Melbourne Town Hall in 2*21s04 to win by about two minutes from Byrnes,followed by
Langford,Rock and 0 ’Hare.Paul O'Hare decided toplease the crowd with a sprint finish,
but cramped dramatically and hobbled across theline like a geriatric 1
Elizabeth Hassall (nee Richards) from Sydney ran a great 2*53*38 to win the Women’ s
section by several minutes from favourite Adrienne Beames and Barbara Byrnes.Liz has
put up some fine performances in NSW but was an unknown quantity here .She certainly
will ihake her presence felt in Boston next year*
In closing, special mention must be made of the scores of officials and clubmembers
who manned the timing and feeding stations for several hours.
The "Big M" was the closest in atmosphere to an Olympic Marat&on that most of us will
ever experience .My only complaint is about the camber on the road.I reckon my right leg
is now about an inch shorter than the left i
xxx
xxx
xxx
"BIG M".GREAT,GREAT,WHAT A DAT I The View From 3 hrs 15 mins.
B ill Fulton.
The most impressive aspect was the atmosphere which seemed to be present from the time
we began to gather on Flinders St Station to well after the finish at the Melbourne Town
H a ll.I cannot imagine any bother event in which so many assembled'together from all walks
of life to tackle something willingly which they knew would hurt.
The h ill scene at the start was unforgettable,the whole street was teemingwith runners
of all description wearing every colour imaginable.The road was lined along practically
the whole way with onlookers and to receive applause at all stages and particjilarly at
the finish was a new experience which seemed to indicate that our effort was appreciated
by quite a number.
I would like to bring to notice a few shortcomings which I hope will be of some help in
future Big M Marathons,I queued up at a toilet at the assembly area' to find no paper
over the last 1 5 km I heard only one time call which I think was at 35km but I was not
sure of the distance$things were in a bit of a pickle at the finish and I had difficulty
locating my plastic bag.As I am a person who perspires profusely I need to change com
pletely into dry gear after a race I had to hunt for one small toilet in the Lower Town
Hall.
I cannot say enough in appreciation of the organisers* efforts from start to finish and
there is no way in the world that I would miss the next Big M Marathon I
xxx
xxx
xxx
TO MAKE StQSB the "Big II" wasn’ t going to be another debacle like the hastily organised
"Choisa" Marathon in fiackland last year,Rick Pannell got blisters and Fred Lester a
swollen knee walking the metric wheel over the Frankston-Melboume course 11

THE FALMOUTH FOLLIES.
Chris Cat on
The Falmouth Road Race is the second most important race in New England,USA.lt starts
outside the Captain Kidd 'bar in Woods Hole and finishes 7»1 miles later at the Brothers
Four in Falmouth Heights .The race began in 1973 with 92 starters .This year they opened
entries up in April, announced that only the first 3000 would be accepted and closed the
entries exactly 18 days later - a new record.Only three people have ever won the race B ill Rodgers,Frank Shorter and the well-known (?) David Duba.The latter was the inaugu
ral winner in 39*l6»a time which would'have earned him the position of fourth woman
this year.(Gerry Sofianos please note)*
I was one of those who got in before the early deadline,but it became clear a couple of
weeks before the race that I wasn't going to be running in it .Persistent pain in my left
foot led to my visiting the Boston Evening Medical Centre (sic),where for the modest sum
of only $Jo I found that there was no fracture *The doctor and I settled for an avulsion
of a tendon, and decided that rest was the best cure .This was what I was going to do
anyway,and I really didn't need the $ 76 .I f I had gone to Rob Roy McGregor,formerly the
running pediatrist but now known as the running m illionaire,it could have cost me $ 300 .
I had also had the foresight back in April to book a hotel for the weekend, so I decided
to go anyway and watch the race .Since the field contained nine Olympians, 16 national
AAJJ champions and 1 3 ( 0 sub-foxu>minute-milers,it is doubtful that my absence at the
starting-line was noticed.
Woods Hole is one street wide and features an Oceanographic ‘Institute and a 'ferry to
Marths's Vineyard .Falmouth is a typiaal prosperous looking resort town,desribed somewhat
ominously in the guidebook as "hardly a culinary Mecca".We can attest to thisiindeed at
the Lobster Pot they serve shrimp creole which contains nothing which resembles a shrimp
It costs you $2 to park at the beach,the official no-parking signs say "Don't etfen think
of Parking here",and one of the banks has a notice out front which says "Gfo on 8-year
deposits'jPremature withdrawal may lead to loss of interest".
The night before the atace I slept fitfully,worried by guilt feelings about leaving the
dog at home .After all, the weekend was being financed by him.He's just signed a contract
with Runners' World to stress-test running shoes,and we were now spending his signingon fee .Still,h e looked quite happy,if a little bewildered,when we left him in the kit
chen with 57 new pairs of shoes of all colours and persuasion.
First step on Sunday morning was a service station where I rented a bike,which I then
rode to the three-mile mark and lurked.Bill Rodgers was the local favourite for the race
but it was generally thought that if he was going to lose in a Rono-less race this year
then Falmouth was the place .Garry Bjorkland,who finished between Chris Wardlaw and Dave
Fitzsimons in the 10km at Montreal,had a lot of backers.He was,after all,undefeated on
the roads this year, and there was a strong rumour that he and Mike Slack were going to
take the race out of Woods Hole at 4 s10 pace(l)just to see who was serious.
On the day,however,Rodgers was just too good.He went out with the pack and kept pushing
until it thinned out to have onlt three runners close at half-way,Salazar on his shoul
der and losing Mike Roche and Craif Virgin.At the five mile mark it loooed as if he
could lose,remember how Jeff Wells almost proved i£ in the marathon,as he’ had surged
several times without being able to shake off Salazar.The,suddenly,with no perceptible
change of pace,he had a 10-yard lead and it was all over .Roche passed Salazar soon af
ter to hold onto second placeSalazar,feeling the effects of the 24 C temperature and
7 5 humidity,faded to 1 1 th and then Trent straight from the finish line to hospital
where,he say s,"I woke up in a bathful of ic e ".
In the women's race,Patti Lyons led at the 6 -mile mark but then was passed by Joan
Benoit ,'who failed to beat Kim Merritt's course record by 2 sec .Gayle Barron was sixth
and Kim Merritt seventh.lt wsn't nearly as satisfying to watch as it will be to run in
it next year.
The stress-testing had an unexpected result . 1 now have conclusive proof that you can in
crease the durability of your shoes if you coat them' liberally with Tabasco.
Resultss1 .B ill Rodgers 32s21 % 2 .Mike Roche 32s39 s 3 . Craif Virgin 32s53 s4 .Mike Slack f
5 .Garry Bjorklund j6 .Greg Fredericks 33s04 } 7 .Hillary Tuwei 33*07 ( i understand .‘his
name means Big Spit Up in Nigerian)j 12.Randy Thomas 33 s23 520 .Dick Buerkle 34*22.
Womens1 .Jean Benoit 38s48 ; 2 .Patti Xyons 39*13 5 3 *Julic Brown 39*14 fGayle Barron
(Editor's NotesRead Caton's article in "Distance Running in Australia".
It'-s a classic i )
xxx
xxx
xxx
CHRIS WARDLAW issued a timely warning in a letter to the Editor of the Age,after their
athletics writer,Ron Carter,had repeated an old fallacy in regard to the taking of salt
tablets.lt cannot be emphasised toomuch that the taking of salt during a.run is a com
plete negation of the body's need for fluid#Salt acts
draw any flgid that is avail
able and so diminish the amount needed for bloodstream circulation as well as for the
sweat glands to protect the body by colloing it down.Unless you have a particular
Tile-?rig for a special drink,water is the best refreshment available,with a normal and
balanced diet you carry all other necessary food requirements.
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ECLIPSE MARATHON , HAMILTON N .Z . , October 21 1978
Peggy Smith and John Harding#
The Hamiltdn Harriers have been cofiplucting a marathon since 1965*Until 1974 the number
of finishers varied from 42 to 89 runners, then in 1975 something happened and the num
bers doubled to 169,1976 - 252,1977 - 374>an<i out of 851 starters in 1978 - 777 finished.
One unfortunate runner fell and broke his collarbone at the start I
The course this year was flat,four laps,starting with a loop at the beginning of the race
and ending with a lap of honour in the stadium to make up the full distance.Two thirds of
each lap was through suburban streets,with part of the roads cordoned off with traffic
cones for the competitors.The other thrid was through a research farm on a graded dirt
road,most of the runners seemed to get a real lift as they ran around this section.
The weather was cold and blustery with the wind so strong at times,you were either blown
to the side or wondering i f you were mating any headway.Obviously,the conditions didn't
affect many of the runnersfthere were p .b *'s galore I
The awards were presented the same night at a very successful Gala function,where the
caterers had obviously heard about athletes' appetites and managed to have plenty of top
quality food for well over 1000 people.
There are only two things I would like to see changedsThe First Woman award presented
after the first man has been presented with his,instead of all other placings and teams
awards being presented before hers.The other point issWith more than half the woman ent
rants being veterans no award mas given to the first veteran women.This was very notice
able when over 40 awards were given to veteran men.
Results*1 .Tony GOOD
2*16*21 Aussiess12.Julian SCOIT
2*27*36
2 .Fred SMITH
2*17*33
13.Bryan WHINNEN
2*27*47
3 .Grahsune STROTHERS
2*19*16
1 5 .John HARDING (VMC)
2*28*44
4 .Tom
HOWARD (Canada)2*20*24
24.Paul BENNETT (VMC)
2*31*22
5 .Gerald DRAVITSKI
2*22*03
75i£ave GAZLEY (VMC}
2*47*17
6 .Mark TROTMAN
2 *23 *58
101.Garry HARRIS(VMC)
2 *49 *50
7 .Ray BROW
2*24*57
11 5 .Rosemary BELL
2*50*43 1st Marathon
8 .Wayne SMITH
2*25*17
119 .John SMITH (VMC)
2*51*34
9 .Richard BURNE
2*25*52
173.Malcolm BONE
2*56*34
10.Don MACKENZIE
2*27*12
41 .Paul DWYER
2*39*49
Women*1.Rosemary BELL 2*50*43 -2 .Jillian LEE 3*02*40 -3 .Alison MASTERS(18'.)3*15*37
4 .Helen WILS ON 3*16*15- 5.Anne TAYLOR 3*17*22
The first veteran was Kim OSBORNE in the time of 2*29*00 and such was the high standard
that the first five veterans were inside 2 *37*00 1 1
First veteran woman was was Charlotte TH0MPS0N(38) 579 th in 3*42*08.Out of 52 women to
finish (56 started) 33 were veterans.
Oldest man*Jim JAMIES0N(69) 723 id in 4*16*27#
Oldest womansP.SPIERS ( 53 ) 770 th in 4*51*00.
Ron SPikHS , above named's husband, ran his 50th marathon, all run as a veteran and he ran a
persoanl best with 3 *13 * 3 2 at the' age of 5 2 .
N.Z.C'wealth Games 800m rep. Dennis NORRIS ran 2*31*19 for 23rd.
Race Statistics* 882 entriesj851 starters 5777 finishersj56 women startersj52 women fnishers}210 under 3 hours 567 under 2*45>19 "under 2*30. Of those who had run a marathon
before 332 achieved p .b .'s .
Some of John Harding's additional comments culled from the Canberra International Mara
thon program for 1 9 7 8 * "...What makes it so fast is that psychologically it is by far the
easiest course to run that I have ever come across.It winds around a fair deal,completely
changing direction several times .Hence if you have to run into a strong headwind,you do
not have to do so for very long,and when you do,you can usually ahng behind a big group
of runners to got some protection.The next great feature of the course is that it con
sists of four laps,plus an extra mile at the start and half a mile at the finish.The
four laps is the moat important feature of all .What it means is that before you have even
finished two laps,you start lapping the slower runners .During the thrid and fourth laps
you lap hundreds' (literally) of the three hours plus runners .Julian Scott remarked that
it looked like Pitt St .Sydney during the rush hour because there were so many runners on
it on the last lap .Contrast; this to the usual typical marathon in Australia on a thirteen
miles "out and back".You are very lucky'indeed i f you are not running by yourself most of
the race,especially the second h a lf.**.
. . *A1 1 overseas runners were billeted out with the locals and I found all the stories
about Kiwi hospitality were true.I got a full tour of the course the day before the race,
picked up my chest number and saw who all the favourited were ona computer print-out,had
a meal of spaghetti and toast laid on at my evening meal and a thermos of black coffee
made up to take out and drink when I arrived at the stadium an hour before the start.
Post race billetting during the cemainder of my two weeks in N .Z . can only be described
as tremendous. . . . .In summary I cannot recommend too highly that you go over to Hamilton
next October.The odds are very high in your favour that you will both run fast, and have
a great tim e."
FootnotesThe N.Z.MARATHON CHAMPIONSHIP will be conducted March 10,1979,at Hamilton.

THE SURFERS PARADISE ROTARY MARATHON CLINIC. ( nBe fit to live") Leigh Tickle.
I f you are holidaying on the Gold Coast why not have a run with the above clinic ?
Whatever your standard you would be made most welcome.
The clinic was established by Surfers Paradise Rotary in May of this year with guidance
from the very successful Marathon Clinic in Honolulu.Itfs aim is to improve the level of
cardiovascular fitness in the community through running and marathon-type training in
particular with participation in a marathon optional .We intend to have an annual Marathon
on the Coast each winter in future for this purpose.What a plae to carbo load and relax
after t
Membership of the clinic is free and at present there are over 100 members.Those who re
gularly attend number somewhere between 40 and 60.The clinic operates between 7 am and
9 am every Sunday morning from the bandshell at Macintosh Island just north of Surfers.
The first half hour is taken up with a talk by a guest speaker engaged in Sports Medicine
or a resident 'expert* or an athlete such as Ron Clarke when on holidays .The half-hour's
indoctrination is followed by a beginners' tallfc for the uninitiated,and supervised stret
ching warm-up and running for the others.
Before taking part in the exercise program all members are required to have a medical
clearance from a doctor.In addition those who are over 35 years or have any of the three
primary risk factors (smoke, high blood pressure, high cholesterol level) are advised that
they should undergo a graded exercise/stress test at Pindarra Hospital before participa
ting. The cost of these medidal expenses are recoverable through Medibank or a private
health insurance scheme.The idea is that i f the subject can get through the stress test
without a heart attack he can safely cope with the much lower intensity of the Clinic*s
LSD type training .Actually, the chances of a heart attack are very remote as the subject's
ECG and blood pressure are constantly monitored throughout the test,which is terminated
on the occurrence of an abnormality.
The Clinic is attended by males and females of all ages and fitness levels .Among the
keenest of its members is a group of about 16 40 and 50 year olds who without previous
running experience can now run continuously for an hour or more and do this 3 or 4 times
a week.Some of these are now participating in Veteran athletics and the Gold Coast M C
is hoping for a similar spin-off.
The Clinic also occasionally has mid-week film nights.If you cannot make the Sunday
session but would like to have a run with the locals or find out what else is happening
running-wise give Des Todd (32 23 46 ) or Leigh Tickle £31 68 53) a ring.See you there.
XXX.

XXX

XXX

OVERSEAS GLEANINGS.
Peggy
Smith.
Lon CHOI ( 27T from San Francisco was first ofseven finishers
among 18 starters to complete 100 miles on a ;|mile dirt track at Woodside,«July 15>1978«He accomplished that in
14 hrs 44 ^i*i to win the AAU title.But Lon kept on running'to break the American record
for the 24 hour run,covering 136 miles 716 yards(219 km 524*95^) •
Ruth ANDERSON (49) set a national aau women's record when shecompleted the 100
miles in
16 hrs 50 min 47 sec.While running the 100 mile,Ruth also bettered her previous time of
11:22 for 100km,coming in under 10 hours and setting another national record.When asked
about how a runner kept from falling asleep from sheer boredom,Ruth laughed and said:
"People came and ran for a while \vith me,so I wasn't awfully aware of the tedious aspect.
We were going so slow that it was quite conversational and you had a secure feeling with
the timers,your food and water right there. "She changed clothes and shoes three times
and only walked one lap out of the 400 when she developed a hamstring problem during the
37th mile.
xxx
xxx
xxx
We have received the latest DRN.What a ghastly cover 11 Fortunately,the content is up to
it 's usual standard,except for the editorial on page 20 which consists of 9 mimeographed
lines,tucked shamefacedly into the top comer with a tiny heading.
The situation io redeemed somewhat by opposite page 21 announcing boldly the formation of
the ROAD RUNNERS CLUB og NSW,President Fred HOWE,a staunch Marathoner of many years and
member of the VMC,Secretary Greg HMIVET, Treasurer Ian HUTCHISON.Contact address for the
time being is Fred Howe 5/30 Hooper Street,Randwick,NSW 2031 (399 66 17)*
We are wishing our mad running mates in NSW every success in their endeavours and are
looking forward to co-operating for the benefit of Australian distance running.
xxx
xxx
xxx
Canberra Runner is in new garb and looks vexy neat.Tje print is large enough to be
scannable in a hurry,without aid of torch and magnifying glass,and they are sure making
progress in the A.CT.,the results as published are convincing enoggh.
Dates of interest are Deo 9 and 1 0 ’A .C .T . Track Titles at Bruce Stadium.
Dec 13(Wed 5*3Q) Parliament House Relays( 10-person teams).
It is our fervent wish that all running publications in Australia publish their fixtures
6 months, ahead,so that the people looking for long races,and prepared to travel a long
way for them,can plan their persoanl racing programs.

Letter ? «ne Editor,
Alan Cfarke.
Aftoi’ reading various comments on local marathons in the previous newsletter, I feel
disposed to say a few words on the1 Olympic1 Marathon.
In 19 76 ,South Melbourne AAC(a snail club by metropolitan standards) decided to do
something to commemorate the holding of the Olympic Games in Melbourne.That event took
place in late November 19 5 6 , and it would seem to me,a more significant date to align
with than that of an annual horse race I
South Melbourne members,being distance orientated,decided to run a marathon,and there
could be no more appropriate sponsor for their marathon than the Olympic Tyre Company,
whose founder,the late Sii? Frank Beaurepaire,had an illustrious career in swimming for
our country at three Olympic Games and worked hard to secure the 1956 Games for the city
of Melbourne.(Editor's note*The VMD Marathon Trophy is from Sir Frank ll)
The 2 mile circuit course at Princes Park was chosen for the following reasons:
It 's an easy venure to find and most accessible to public transport .There are no traffic
problems, toilet and changing facilites are handy and a minimum of officials are needed
to control the race.
I am willing to concede that this course may not suit some marathon runners,but with'
the choice of 7 marathons within this state there seems to be little reason to complain.
Personally,I enjoy the tree lined course at Princes Park,and being fairly new to marathon
running,! also appreciate the regular time checks at 2 mile intervals.
Finally,let us spare a thought for the persons organising a marathon.If you have con
structive criticism to offer then let them know,but please realise that they have quite
a number of contingencies to consider,and as mostly happens,decisions are made to benefit
the majority of the runners.
xxx
xxx
xxx
GEOFF WATT HALF MARATHON WARRAGUL 17-9-1978*(Course undulating,mild to warm conditions)
1 iSteve AUSTIN 66 *26.4 Course Roc.
2 .Norm McDONALD 70s 19
3.EobGILFILLAN 70*43
4 .Paul
O’HARE
5 .Hob JAMIESON 74*03
6 .John SHANAHAN 76*49

73*49

8 *Geoff^DUFFELL 78*19
? iJim TJXLLIS
79117 1 St Vat
10.K

^

13.Kevin ONLEY
82*19
1 4 .John EIRE
83*02
1 8 .Joan CAMERON
85*32
28.Shirley MUffiLETON 93*09
33.Ann CALLAGHAN
99*38
34.Peggy SMITH
100*08

2 nd Vet
3x4 Vet
1st Woman
2nd Woman
1st Vet Worn
2nd Vet Worn

finishers 4 were Open Women, 6 Veteran Women,
17 Veteran Men.

GREEN

80*22
xxx
xxx
xxx
CANBERRA INTERNATIONAL MARATHON 5-H-I97 S 8.00am (Mild,overcast, slight breeze)
’ 1 .Geoff M00RE
2*26758
8 . Chris JOKES
2*33*4° 15 J)oug LUCKMAN
2*38*23
2 .Paul L0CKYER
2*29*04
9 -Steve POLLARD 2*35*16 l 6 .Charlie ROBINSON 2*38*33
3«Iar> CAMPBELL
2*30*37 10.Ted BLAZEJAK
2*36*31 l7«Bryan THOMAS
2*39*07
4 .^ 1
2*30*59 11.Norm BERGER
2*36*55 18iPeter G0ULDING
2*39*40
5 .Tom CARLSON
2*32*37 12.Robert KEGLEY
2*37*09 19.Geoff THOESON
2*40*04
6 .David ELTRINGHAM 2*32*39 13.Alan WIIS0N
2*37*24 2 ) . Bill RAIMDND
2*40*36 Vet
7 .Gary .HAND
2*33*18 14 .Bem ie MTLLETT 2*38*11 21.John GILM0UR
. 2*40*56 Vet
TOOT* 1 .Susan HILL
2*59*28
2 .Fiona MCLEOD 3*03*4.1

4 »Jean MEDL0CK

3.Caroline VAUGHAN 3*17*23
3*27*55

6 .Ann FARRER

VETS *1 .Bill RAIMOND( 42 ) 2 *40 *36
2 .John GILMOUR(59)2*40*56

3 ^Arthur BR0WN(40) 2*45*02

5.George McGRATH(58) 2*53*41

4 .Horst RUCOIED(43)2*46*59 6 .Kevin MAS0N(41) 2*56*35

Y/01E T 10, MILES (Run in
1 .There’s e *BELjL 62 ”50
2iSusan K ill
66:15
3 .Fiona MACLEOD 68*30

5 .Claire WALL

conjunction with main race)
70*41 11 .Jean MEDLOCK
71 *37 17.Ann FARRER
6.Sue GILBERT
73*03 23.Gloria KEBNEDY

4 .Clare WALL
5 . Caroline VAUGHAN

3*38*15
3*59*29

76*53
82*40
89*36(4*28*20 Mar)

Bace Statistics?230 Starbers,190 Finishers(incl. 7 women)
xxx
xxx
xxx
NEWCASTLE NOTES.
Jim Beisty.
1 Hour Track Run,National Athletics F ield ,15-7-1978.(Sunny?slight wind).
1 .Brian MORGAN 19km 290m
3 .John MADDIS0N 17km 211m 5 .P.BUCKLE! 16km 275m
2 .Mike BEISTY 17km 636m
4.Bevan FRENCH 16km 880m 6.N.H0LAHAN 15km 772m
(Morgan passed 8km in 24*57 and- 16km in 49*53>finished app.22m short of 12 m iles.)
Cessnock 24km King-of-the-Mountains, 29-7-1978»
1 .Stan BAEWICK 1*28*07 -2.Bevan FRENCH 1*30*01 -3.Mike BEISTY 1*30*14 -4.Paul DRAYTON
1*32*12 -5.Tony DWYER(J)1*32*43 -6.Eric C0HSTAELE(V)1*33*04-7.Steve ANNUS(v )l *33*40.
63 stareted in all sections,Sue BEISTY with 1*51*25 put up a new women*s record.
jin Beist.v and others *Please send in results and news as soon as available, don't
wait for more news or any deadlines III)
Page
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Letter to the Editor.
Ian. .g-Dunn
For some time I have been tempted to inrk p m i.n..papftE. irr^iigue in favour ^
running
road races against the flow of traffic jLnstead of with i-fc..as ~a£ present.! was finally
cominced that some action should be taken on this matter after learning of a runner In
the 1978 'VMC Marathon_actuall being brushed by a car(name supplied)
As explained to me, a panel van driver deliberately brushed the runner, (who was' run
ning on the gravel verge at the time) and then proeeeded to harrass and annoy other run
ners some way ahead.^nf ortunately, the number of the van was not taken.
I
was present at the last VMC AGM’when the matter was raised(apparently not
the
first time)and vociferously defended.¥e were told that in the tlK,the issue was fought
for years between race officials and police before runners were allowed ( 0 to pm. with
the traffic.The main argument being that a bunch of runners acts like a vehicle (albeit)
a slow one) and so should obey the road rules .This argument seems to me to be fallaci
ous, as only during the veryearly stages of A road race does severe bunching occur.In the
six marathons in which I have competed, the field of runners ‘ quickly spread out over a
distance of several hundred metres even after just.one mile.Certainly during the majori
ty of a marathon the average spacing between runners is several metres,with occasional
grouping of two or three runners.
So why run with the.traffic ? -Isn't it much safer to run into the oncoming stream of
cars (as is usual when training solo) so that it becomes possible to take evasive action
should a car driver err.Common sense would suggest so,yet we are still faced with the
decision - probably made when traffic densities were much lower and drivers less aggres
sive than is now the case - to run the gauntlet-with our backs to the traffic.At the same
ACM, one well established walker tells us that for years around Albert Park and elsewhere
they have been walking with the traffic - andOiJLY OHE person has been knocked by a car
(actually the external mirror)}as if that is a good recordIMight I suggest that had
that luckless walker been facing the traffic,that mirror could have been avoided.
As I sense a strong undercurrent of feeling on this issue within the club,could I
suggest that the committee look again at this matter and perhaps undertake to gather
the consensus of opinion from club members.The simplest practical method of doing that
would be to append a question to next year's VMC entry form.(and other road races)
asking "Do you wish to run with or against the traffic ?" The results of such survey
may not resolve the issue,but then again it may.
Comments on the above letter by Fred Lester(Active in competitive athletics since 1947j
represented Victoria in Marathons between 1956 and'1962 ,General Secretary of the VMC
from 1961 to 1975,since then Competition Secretary,spent 1957/58 overseas and competed
in numerous road races, recently returned after a world-wide 2if months fact-finding tomr
during which he contacted !road,veteran and fun running people and organisers in virtu
ally every country he visited.’)
This "hardy annual" of which side of the road to run on is not an easy one to sort
out and is not made any easier wft<4i. terns such as "vociferous"(Dictionary definitionmaking aloud noise) " Coromonsense" ( average understandingfpractical sagacity5the opinion
of a community,etc)"Sonsensus "(trend of opinion) or others which do not contribute to
a factual analysis of the problem with which we are faced.
TTJhat we are concerned with here is facts a thorough analysis of all the facts we can
gather on the basis of actual experience, observation and relative impact on each other.
Sometimes there are factors completely out of our control,such as the deliberate anti
social behaviour by some road'users,and such incidents on both sides of the road are
experienced from time to time.I have had two hair's breadth escapes in races facing the
traffic, othex*s were less lucky .But it is not just a question of private experiences, we
need to look at the road traffic pattern as a whole,of which we are only one small part,
but with the same entitlement to use as other sections such as busses,cars,goods carry
ing vehicles,motor bikes,pushbikes and maybe some other categories.For’best use and
maximum safety of all concerned all thes4 different categories need to cooperate rather'
than see their own requirements in isolation or even an antagonistic frame of reference.
This is why we can learn from the UK,who have had to face this question long before it
reached the same stage of development in Australia*
The crux of the matter is contained*in the last sentence of the third paragraph in
Ian's letter.Bead it again carefully and note ...w ith occasional groupings of two or
three ru n n e r s ....If,a n d that is a very big IF ,a ll races were run in single file,w e
wuuld immediately have a completely different(and safer from the pedestrian point of
view)traffic picture.But then we v/ouldn't have a race which in these days of rising
standards and greater participation consists of groups numbering tens,not just two's and
three*s,witness the'last VMC Marathon.All road users are obliged to exert caution and
Slake.sure the road is clear of oncoming traffic when attempting to pass another, object
moving in front of them in the same direction.Objects stationary, or mowing in the oppo
site direction to the traffic constitute a blockage,and that applies just as much to
people and car drivers supporting our races 1 1

VICTORIAN VETERANS ATHLETIC CLUB MARATHON - WERRIBEE 2/9/1978.

"Sea&ull" Smith.

38 starters,28 finishers jmild to warm,20 C,clear skies,light to moderate wind.
The third annual Tic Vet's Marathon was held at South Werribee in unseasonal Conditions.
After months of favourable cool weather for marathoners, the ancient ones had to contend
with a warmer than expected day.
At 11.10 am the race was on,and by 5km the leading group was Jim SEYMON, Bruce WATT,Neil
COUTTS and Norm DTJFF.By 10km Jim had a break of 10 sec on thefield and was never headed
from there to go on for a comfortable win
8 minutes clearof No. 2 and 8 more from No.3»
The only woman to finish,was Shirley BRASHER( 51 )from Tasmania.lt appears the Victorian
"girls" may have been recovering from the previous week’ s VAAA 25 km at Werribee .Rumour
has it that Shirley devoured a steak dinner two hours prior to the race .What will she do
when she switches to carbohydrates ?
The best "Weight for Age" performance was
that of 66 yearold "Brook" Tovey who finished
in tenth place overall with 3*12s57*
The organisers are to be congratulated on the conduct of the race, refreshment stations
were well maintained and other facilities provided were of a high standard.
1 .Jin SETYMON
40* 2*44*03
2 .Bruce WATT '
38* 2*52*44
3 .Neil COTJTTS
35
3*01 *21
4 .E m .ELLIOTT
38
3*03*30
5 .Joe G0HEL
41
3*07*23
6 . Bob SCHICKERT
36
3*09*51
7 .Graham SALTH0USE 41
3*10*15
8 .Gerry RILE!
47* 3*10*52
9 .Ken FRASER
43
3 *11* 5 9
1 0 ."Brook" T O W
66*3*12*57
11 .Ron YOUNG
47
3*13*38
12.Keith ROUTLEY
54* 3*15*03
13.Gerry HART
39
3*15*48
14.Bru.ce PETERS
39
3*21*40

15 .Brian TEMPEST
16.Mick RANKIN
1 7 .Noel LeRossignol
1 8.Harry COOPER
19.Hans MEISELBACH
20 .Ron FARNILL
21 .Brian POWELL
2 2 .Tony BRADSHAW
23.Norm MnL'FTTSH
24.Malcolm SCOTT
25 .Shirley BRASHER .
26 .Andy SMITH
27 «Eoug ORR
28 .Graham CADMAN

VETERANS 1 5 km R0ADRU1T , WEERIBEE 2/ 9/ 19 7 8 *
1 .Barry BROOKS

38* 52*19
9 B ill LOTHERINGTON 45
51
41* 54*38 10 ilvan CARTER
3 j) avid SUvIPSON 38 59*33 11 .Don WARDEN
54
45 59 *44* 12 .Ann CALLAGHAN
4 .Roy STANWAY
41*
5 .Ron M.YOUNG
45
44 60*22 13 .Alan FAIRBANKS
6 .Peter COLTHUP 57 6 2*15 14 .Shirley YOUNG
48*
7 .Paul MULLINS 38 63*21 15 .Harry JONES
64*
8 .Sam HILDITCH 43 64*18 16 .Claire McKERR
48
3DOC

3*26*48
3*30*31
3*31*12
3*33*54
3*34*18
3*43*33
3*51*03
3*51*47
3*5$*35
3*57*19
3*59*14
4*39*22
4*49*35
5*07*39

* denotes first in age, group.

2 .Fred BSOOKS

XXX

GLENHUNTLY RON CLARKE 10 000m
_ , October 24*1978.
1 .Steve AUSTIN
29 *42.4"
6 .Peter N00RDH0FF
2 .Rod LYONS
29*59
7 .Bill JOYCE
3 .Rob DeCASTELLA 30*04
8 .Bob GUTHRIE
4 .Max LITTLE
30*16
9 .Arthur KNIGSLAND
5 .Joe MORPHY
30*26
10. next column

43
40
56*
43
49
51
40
44
47
41
51*
63*
55
47

30*57
31*01
32*16
32*30

66*56
69*48
70*02
70*04
70*54
V *06
72*12
74*11

1 7.Marlene STANWAY
18.Bill
FORSYTH
1 9 .Betty NEMAN
20.Judy WINES
21 .Ann TODNER(lnv)
22 .Maureen RILEY

40

74*45
47 77*49
54* 79*43

40

88*45

27

93*02
96*45

48

xxx
TreVor Vincent.
10 .Chris KEARHEY
32*52
11 .Jim SEYMON (V)
32*55
33*20
12 .Rod MACKINNEY
13 .Nick McGUIGAN
34*56
36*10
14 .Tom GRONERT

Second Division*
1 .John BLACKET
34*12.8 14 .Neville BI&8H
37*35 27 .Peter COLTHUP
40*39
2 .Joe CAMPISI
34*17
1 5 .Frank RUTHERFORD 37*35 28.Don TREMBEARTH
40*57
3 .John CLARKE
35*05
42*16
1 6.Ray LEE
37*40 29.Stan NICHOLLS
4 .Mike POWELL
35*10
30.Graeme
CADMAN
1 7 .Mike LEWEN •
37*42
43*25
5 .Ron BALDWIN
35*12(V) 1 8.B ill WOODS
37*47 3 1 .Joy
43*30
PALLANT
6 . Bryan RYCROFT 35*55
19.Geoff THOMAS
38*12 32 .Ann CALLAGHAN
43*38
7 .Joe GOBEL
36*04
20 .Joan CAMEEtoN(w)
38*13 3 3 .Shirley YOUNG
43*55
8 .Ron YOUNG
36*05
21 .Peter BATTRICK
39*04 34 .Ian CASSELL
44*09
46*42
9 .George REMITIE 36*16
22 .Peter ZAHARIAS
39*04 35.Tony PRIOR
46*42
23*Alan CLARKE
39*26 36.Claire McKERR
1 0 .Ian DUNN
36*35
24*Trevor ROBBINS
39*51 37 .Merv WOODGATE
11.Barry JONES
36*49
47*33
25.Max CARTER
40*19 38 .Judy WINES 1
1 2 .Clive DAVIES 37*23
54*19
26 .Lyle FLETCHER
40*23
13.Ray CALLAGHAN 37*25
xxx
xxx
xxx
POPULAR INTERNATIONAL NON-COMPETITIVE MARATHON RACE,ATHENS,9tft OCTOBER, 1978.
1 iMatti K0LJ0OT(Finland)
2*37*23
4 .Joop KEIZER
(Netherlands) 2*43*50
2 .Louis MELIS (Netherlands)
2*38*35
5 .Mark HINES
(U .S .A .)
2*44*45
3.Wim ROELOFS (Netherlands)
2*40*15
6 .Kevin SETNESS(u.S.A)
2*45*30
This is the offical result from the Greek AAA (SEGAS).

"V*.2I.C . I'J
MARATHONIMG IN PEHTRIDGE.
Henry Schubert*
With Marathon' running much in the news lately - especially in connection with the Big
M Melbourne - I think all the readers of the VMC Newwletter might be interested to
hear about two recent Marathon ’ solo1 efforts behind the prison walls of Pentridge,
not actually a place conducive to regular training for such an event •
However,it has been doen twice within twomonths,the first in September 2nd and
the
more recent one on Saturday,November 4^> to coincide with the big run outside the walls*
The athlete concerned is 28 years old Ian Travers who in his days prior to ’ settling’
into Pentridge was a reasonably good middle distance runner in the country but who
never got around to trying the Marathon whilst outside.
Ian,whom I gave some advice by correspondence when he still took part in Interclub
Competition,knew that I go to Pentridge every few weeks t® assist prisoners with their
training,was successful in getting a transfer to MA"division and it was there where we
planned to have a go at the Marathon.
This may sound fine because time for training is available Between study and the nor
mal Prison duties but I like to hear the verbal reactions of our long distance runners
if they learn that the training ’ track’ available for Ian consists of a small 60cm
wide strip around an oval of 236 yards circumference with 2 straights of appr. 80 yds
, and 2 bends of 38 yds each.The surfaoe is hard with small stones on top of it and made
a bit smoother only because it is used by many of the prisoners for their daily
walk
in their free time.Who would like to go around this 'track’ 195 times and a bit in an
. attempt to cover the distance in as much under 3 hours as possible ?
Prior to the first attempt Ian had done training runs of up to 20 miles,averaging app.
200 miles in three weeks and we had set a conservative target of 2 hrs 50 min based on
an average lap time of 52 sec.No special meals or vitamin intake was possible and the
whole preparation was based on the usual prison diet.
Up to 20 miles Ian kept well to the schedule(lO mile target 64:37*actual 64 *30 ) but
( 1 5 mile target 96 *50,actual 96*57J20 mile target 12 9 *1 5 »actual 129*57)and from there
slowing to near 56 sec per lap to cover the last 6 miles in 43*36 for a total time of
2*53*33,just on 3J- min out§£de his scheduled time.No food was taken during the race,
but Ian drank 4 cups of water.
Based on this first effort we planned the next Marathon for the 4th of November as it
was not possible for obvious reasons for Ian to compete in the Big M race.The target
this time was for an improvement of at least 10 minuutes on the previous run, requiring
a lap time of 50 sec.Training was stepped up,the work 3 weeks before the race was*
* Sunday( 1 5 . 1 0 . 78 ) 7 miles in the morning;10 miles in 65min in the afternoon.
Mondays 20 miles in 2 hrs 20 min
Tuesday* 11 miles.
Wednesday* 9 i miles in the morning; 9§“ miles- in the afternoon.
Thursday* 11'jg- miles(l0 miles in 53*55 j in the morning; Similes in the afternoon.
Friday* 15 miles in 1 hr 40 min.
Saturday* 5 miles in the morning ; 12 miles in the afternoon. TOTAL 115 miles.
Sunday(22.10.78) 15 miles in 1 hr 42 min.
Mondays I2g- miles.
Tuesday* Ts!" miles in the morning; 9g- miles in the afternoon.
Wednesday* 20 miles in 2 hrs 20 min.
Thursday* 10 miles in the morning ; 1(% miles in the afternoon.
Friday* 1 2 ^ miles.
.Saturday* 45 miles in the morning ; 8 miles "in the afternoon.
TOTAL 109miles.
Sunday(29.10.78) 12 miles /Monday* 12 miles • / Tuesday 0% miles / Wednesday 5s- miles /
Thursday 3 miles / Friday 2 miles
•. . TOTAL 43 miles.
Saturday Nov. 4th* Second Marathon,start 1 1 .3 0 -am > Temp. 20 C maximum..
Target* 2 hrs 42 min,based on an
average lap
time of 50 sec.
In the first 20 miles Ian had somelap times below 50 sec and came up with check marks
of* 10 miles 61*20 (Target 62 min)l5 miles 91*30 (Target 93min)20 miles 2*2*30.
(Target 2*04*00).At this stage he was Ts min better compared to his first Marathon,
while then he slowed to 56 sec per lap he was managing 52 sec this time,to cover the
last 6 miles in 39819 , an improvement of 4*17 and alast lap burst of 39 sec.He took
2 hrs 41
n 46 sec for the second Marathon,14 sec inside the target and an improve
ment of 11 min 47 sec I One wonders what he might have done had he been able to takfe
his place in the Big "M" race.
Again,Ian had only 3 or 4 glasses of tap water,apart from the occasional ’wet Towel*
treatment,and today (Nov 5th)he was thinking of going for an easy 10 mile run.
W e ll,I did not write this in order to
glorify theperson involved,nut only toillu
strate the old sayings lfWhere there is
a will,ther is a way" no matterwhat I

DATE * 1 6 /0 9 /7 8
OIST * JOOOOM K1*C Of FOUNTAINS
STARTERS 62
WEATHER - SUNNY*STRONG BREEZE
FINISHERS 57
D IVISION « NA
NAME

18

19
20

21
22

23

27
28

29
30
31
32
S3
H
35
36
37

38

15

48
47
29
4
35
13
14
43
36
37
15 EQ
15 EQ
3
42
17
24
55
49
50
40
18
53
44
19
20
52
45
21
56
54
26
27
57
11

Page

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

1
11

10 No. 3

24
25
26

38 eg

23
34
10
22
46
41
1£
51

Vol

km.
km.
km.
km.
km.
km.
km.
km.
km.
km.
km.
km.
km.
km.
km.
km.
km.
km.
km.
km.
km.
km.
km.
km.
km.
km.
km.
km.
km.
km.
km.

RUN.

1978

8. 126
7. 203
6. 784
6. 613
6. 600
6. m
6. 380
6. 343
5. 620
5. 454
5. kkG
5. 189
5. 136
h. 891
k. 820
k. 780
k. 560
k. 535
k. 509
k. 298
k. 2 34
1*. 1*45
k. 031
3. 661
3. 495
3. 022
3. 015
2. 800
1. 987
0. 909
9. 735

HOUR

Summer

Graham Kipp
Ross Shilston
Barry Tregenza
E m Ell iott
Norm Duff
Glenn Ford
Bob Schlckert
Gerry Hart
John Waite
Tim Dent
Adrian Vallence
Clive Davies
Lincoln Erm
John Malloney
Sam Hi 1ditch
Dave Ansel 1
Joe Gobels
Gerry Ri ley
Bill Ford
Trevor Jupp
Grech Dal 1i
Ray Callaghan
Don Trembearth
Stan Nicholls
M. Scott
Anne Callaghan
Shirley Young
Clai re McKerr
Mi riam Ansel 1
Judy Wines
Maureen Riley

1

BYRNES
OR I NICMATER
NOLAN
NANDIIE
ftAND $
NCINTYRE
KINDNESS
SHILSTON
SECHER-JENSEN
SHEAR0
BERRY
BUTKO
HART
COUTTS
COOK
WILSON
NCINTOSH
IRWIN
SCHICKERT
LEESON
SIGrtONT
MCLEAN
FLANAGAN
HAGAN
POtfELL
WOODS
RICHARDS
TAYLOR
THOMPSON
FULTON
RILEY
LOGAN
HILOITCH
HOLLAND
BECK
BYRNES
SINFSON
VIENET
LEAHY
SALTHOU&E
HYSEN
HARVEY
ANDREWS
EONARDS
LEES
FARNILL
GAULD
CONWAY
BATTRICK
PORTER
NCLEISH
HUMPHRIES
BRADFORD
NCMAHON
OLIVER
SCMWALOW
fiCMLACH

POINTS
ON FORN
RACE AV« NIN SC
721
104913
736
T06 751
103913
717 1059 31
702
657 672
108943
627
713
105947
624 639
111912
107955
620 683
577 687
107937
577
114959
592
564 618
112952
549
612
1 1 3 :2 1
120956
531
525
1129 4
527 628
1189 11
525
555
1159 9
516 590
120*39
513 528
1209 8
507 535
109*41
505 659
607
113945
501
49 9 514
121959
498
701
106937
494 483
1259 3
488 503 1239 3
1109 3
488 65 4
111917
488 638
120t%^
485
527
1269 9
469 473
464 540
119932
126914
455 470
450 465
126996
547
118994
445
121938
445 919
4 4 4 927
120944
12894#
4 3 4 449
434 449
128940
43 0 429
130999
426 921
121918
131923
410 429
408 433
130928
1129 9
407
627
118999
404 546
396
537
119949
376
448
128946
1379 3
364 379
540
119932
363
354 442
129926
138947
351
366
317
1439 36
332
309 448
128946
304 392
135923
148957
28 3
298
1229 4
200 513
1369 1
387
296
1579 3
238 293
1599 2
243
228
197 405
133946
1669 1
_1*6_ 211

Newsletter

V.M.C.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
•
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

H/CAP
PLACE
5
25
6
7
33
8
31
38 EQ
9
30
32
2

VMC

MURRUMBEENA

October 8, 1978.

TINE M/CAP
NIN SC NIN SC
DAVID
19 0
105914
PAUL
09 0
106*18
JOHN
106s 34
2 :1 8
ROB
5930
109950
IAN
29 34
11 2: 7
BARRY
7959
112923
JOHN
112544
49 42
ROSS
4924
116917
ALAN
116917 11946
JOHN
99 39
117921
TONY
109 8
118944
KON
120923
17943
GERALD
1209 44
8951
NEIL
120954
14958
TONY
11956
121945
JOHN
1229 3 17926
KEITH
16947
122942
ALAN
122953
6928
BOB
1239 17 10932
BRUCE
123929
18946
ERIC
1 2 3 :3 5
3 :2 4
KATHY
123954 21950
NIKE
199 50
1249 32
JOHN
1249 33
6950
HICK
89 4
1249 34
BILL
124948
1 7 :3 1
HAL
12 6:31
22952
NEIL
1279 3 16919
23911
WAYNE
127959
BILL
128935 23943
GERRY
1299 7
15941
PETER
1299 7 18917
SAN
129*16
17931
130924 29927
PETER
NORN
130924 25927
BARB
13Qt45 27942
BRIAN
131916 189 5
1339 8 28910
ANTHONY
JOHN
1339 22 27915
GRAHAN
133931
8956
DAVE
15946
1339 52
RICHARO
134952
16936
NIKE
1379 28 259 33
GLEN
138959
33950
ALLAN
139914
169 19
RON
1409 22 26913
ROD
1409 47 35934
JIN
V 145955 40923
PETER
1479 7 25933
1489 2 32910
NIKE
NORN
V 151927 45944
1529 0 18951
BRUCE
DAVE
1569 33 32948
V 1609 9 53950
LAURIE
DOUG
162914 55949
CAftOLYN
169932 30933
. _ V E M _____ ___ A&LUOl. 4 2 *4 8

DATE » 1 6 /0 9 /7 8
OIST * 150JQ
VENUE » ?T LfcO
STARTERS 3
WEATHER - SUNNY,STRONG BREEZE
FINISHERS *
5
0 1 VISiON * NA
NAME

1 MCMAHON
2
3
4
5

HANOILE
ROYCE
ZELEZNIftOW
M0006ATE

GREG
MEG
NIGEL
JOHN
MERV

TIME H / CAP
MIN SC MIN SC
J 54244
02 0
J o l : 10
2230
65248
1 0 :3 3
74S44
192 6
V 76251
4: 3

H/CAP
PLACE
I
4
2
3
5

POINTS
ON FORM
RACE
AV.
MIN SC
♦ 597 608
54219
♦ 455
547
56249
♦ 374
389
64252
* 256
271
73225
♦ 234
512
58 222

DATE - l / U / T t
OIST « 1*OOOM VENUE - 2 M I M E S
STARTERS 20
WEATHER - COOL,BREEZE
FINISHERS *
18
DIVISION - NA
NAME

1
2
3
4
5
»
7
•
*
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

JOHNSON
RAOOSLAVIC
OUFF
CLARKE
HASS ALL
ELLIOTT
O'BRIEN
NOORE
BARRIE
O'BRIEN
L06AN
NOORE
YOUNG
SCHICHERT
FULTON
ZAHARIS
THOMPSON
HAROINC

LEN
SILVIO
NORM
JOHN
TON
ERNIE
GEOFF
PETER
JOHN
VIN
PETER
BARRY
ROBIN
608
BILL
PETE
MIKE
NILES

TINE H/CAP
MIN SC NIN SC
5 2 :5 0
9: 0
562 4
2245
572 30
12 47
582 0
1235
J 592 5
6256
22 6
592 51
602 5
2 2 26
82 8
62251
102 31
62252
63210
2145
63257
Us 6
122 9
642 26
72 9
64243
642 50
7* 7
64255
12234
70S 48
18S19
74210 21231
78U1
25220

H/CAP
PLACE
7
10
12
13
1
17
15
11
3 EQ
18
8 EQ
2
14
16
3 EQ
5
6
8 EQ

POINTS
ON FORM
NIN SC
RACE AV.
0 761 002
51230
♦ 671
720
54215
• 631
748
53H7
* 622
532 5
754
* 596
611
58226
♦ 578
739
53236
* 573
729
5 3 :5 6
* 514 583
59138
* 514
622 1
531
• 508
720
54215
* 492
519
62234
* 483 498
63239
♦ 478
606
58239
• 475
607
58237
* 474
490
64s 4
♦ 376
391
69*49
♦ 330
345
731 1
♦ 282
297
76250

H/CAP
PLACE
8
10
1
13
7

ON FORM
POINTS
RACE AV.
MIN SC
* 650
697
19214
♦ 585
641
1 9 :5 8
* 545
547
21223
♦ 526
660
19243
♦ 510
540
21230
510 538
21232
♦ 490
557
2 1 :1 3
♦ 457
491
22121
♦ 418
439
23121
* 394
409
231M
♦ 368
385
24131
• 358
427
23235
* 287
302
26240
♦ 280
421
23243
* 280
392
24121

OATE » 8 / 1 1 / 7 6
OIST •
6003M
VENUE - 2 8R10CES
STARTERS 15
WEATHER - COOL,BREEZE
FINISHERS «
15
O IVISION » NA
NAME
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

MANOILE
GARNHAM
MANOILE
FALLOON
LEES
6EATQN
CRAIG
MANOILE
COYNE
CONTENTO
REEO
MARTIN
h a r o is t y

LISTER
PORTER

RGB
ANOREM
GREG
KEVIN
ALLAN
LINOSAY
OAVE
TONY
BILL
JULES
B08
STEVE
JOHN
ROB
MIKE

TIME H/CAP
MIN SC MIN SC
02 0
19:51
J 20247
0244
J 2 1 :2 5
2: 9
2K44
02 29
222 0
2 :1 6
222 1
2ilS
22222
12 59
2 2 :5 9
32 7
42 7
23247
24218
4 :4 4
2 4 :5 4
5 :1 7
25 : 9
4221
27: 9
7226
4229
2 7 :2 1
52 7
27221

6

11
9
4
2
3
12
5
15
14

THE AP^EEEFLECAIT SCENE. (Extracts from Freddie*s letter sent end of September) .
....f r o n Alberta,I took busses to move east through Sasketchewan and Manitoba.Most of
the tine the weather was wet, so I didn’ t waste any tine hanging around,all the nore
since there is hardly any athletics to speak of in those parts. . ..made Toronto on a
Saturday morning.After only a couple of runs for a week and sitting in cars and busses
I was glad to have a lazy afternoon in the sunshine and got in touch with the local
roadrunners and veterans who have aregular race in the park on Sunday mornings .About
50 men and women took part in a 5000n, quite apart fron at least as many mo®e who were
jogging and training all over the place.(in case it is of interest,I managed to finish
16th in 1 9 * 2 8 ) .....moved on in late afternoon to Ottawa,but failed to make any contact
there,so I bussed on the same night to Montreal.That city was a washout in more ways
than one sit rained incessantly,the ’ athletic’ addresses were of no use,being every
thing else but running.In Worth America,they oall all sports ’ athletics’ jTrack & Field,
Road & Crosscountry running and Walking are separate en tities.. . .so I moved on.
I got to the McNulty’ s in North Kingston,Rhode Island and after all that miserable
weather, it wa marvellous to have it sunny & warm and go out with both my hosts for a
relaxing 10km jog,before lying down and be dead to the world for over two hours H I
spent a most marvellous two weeks at the McNulty '’training camp",both Mary & b ill
train regularly and haev a large group of local runners et out for a long group run
on Saturday mornings.I did more training each week than I ’ ve done for many years,and
most of it with Mary,as Billy and his nates are just a bit fast for me these days. A
big surprise was in store as a week after getting there,Terry Jorgenson turned up,
having taken his time to mooch up along the lost coast from California,across the
Rockies to the Games in Edmonton and then following much the same route as I.Terry was
having some back trouble which prevented hin from running unfortunately.
We went into Boston to see Jock Semple,who had been one of the main organisers of the
Boston Marathon and is a Physiotherapist besides,for Terry to get treatment and for me
to find out a bit nore about the famous race.New England is the cradle of road and
long distance running in the States and there are 3 - 5 events to chose from virtu
ally every weekend,I went to an open
miler with a bunch of the local runners,and
there were 1 64 starters of all ages and sexes.The club,to which most of the runners I
went with belonged to,cane in 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 with the 1st timing 26*44 and the 2nd 26 *49 * I
was quite pleased with 63 rd in 33*11,only one other "over 50 " was in front of me.
The Sunday after,there was an all-veterans 10 000m about \ hours drive from McNulty’ s,
the other side fron Bostonrwhich gave me a good chance to sec some parts of the early
settlers’ America,many buildings dating from the Incbastrial Revolution.The race was
held with start & finish jn a soccer ground belonging to a factory owned by veterans
President Otto Essig,and there were lawns and shelter around a large kitchen-canteen
to cater for after-race refreshments.Over 500 men & women started in the different
categories,the 40-44 & 45-49 groups of near 300 ran first and then all the other groups
together .The weather was ideal and to give you an idea of the quality in depth* 30 in
Class I and 29 in Class I I were under 39£iin*I was pleased with my own effort of 39*11
for 4 th in the 55-59 Class IV and 16th overall in the division,although my foot with
the metatarsal trouble got very painful towards the end.The atmosphere was tremendous
after the race,there were all the facilities for a family outing.I went through the
list of entries and found that there were people from 13 states,the majority naturally
from the New England States and those just south from them.
The thing that stands out about all these races,is the amount of support and protedtion for runners given by local and state police.Invariably,they provide escort and
guide traffic at crossings and other focal points .In parks such as New York Central,
roads are open to motor traffic at peak periods only,on week ends there is a total ban
on vehicles.In Toronto,motor traffic had to follow one-way and also had to contend
with speed traps in the park,packing was in designated areas o n l y .....
...N ew York has gone wild with the jogging kick,they are out in thousands on the
streets and around the parks any tine of the day (and night almost) .Women in particu
lar have taken to it.They had a "women only" half-narathon with 376 starters,when
entries closed at 20 000 for the New York Marathon, 1066 women were entered,80$ never
having run the distance.One of the things they are doing,and that could be a lesson
for us,there will be a 20 000m "warm-up"race on October 1st,which will also be a trial
run for the full Marathon organisation(computer,control,feeding,etc) .The start of the
race is at 1 0 .30am.Every entrant will receive a program free,several thousands go to
the press,what is left of 100 000 printed will be sold along the route and elsewhere
at 31 a copy.The N.Y. R .R .C . now has 7000 dues paying(3l0 p .y .;3 6 pv^y.)members and
organises 52 races per year.lt is the main organiser of the big race and has to employ
t s . number of staff to keep up with the demand.. .« • .ivb Boston, similar problems have ari
sen,but sponsorship has been low-key.Qualifying tines have been lowered to avoid swam
ping the race...race numbers are available fron l2noon the day b e fo r e ...it appears
that all major races require entrants to send a self-addressed stamped envelope for
returninformation and race number confirmation.

N .S.W .50 lilies Championships - October 1,1978 - Peter Logan
’ 47 starters lined up at 5am on Sunday morning to be despatched by the Lord Mayor of
Sydney for the 4th annula D.R.1T.50 Miler.VMC members Bob Bruner and Peter Logan went
north to tackle the big one.
From the gun a bunch of about twelve took off .veryfast and before they
got out of
sight I recognised defending champ and organiser Ton G illis,last year's runner-up Hugh
Dearnley and VMC 50 mile champ Don Keys seeker. The next glimpse was at Sutherland where
we ran a four lap course between 15 and 25 miles .There were only four in the bunch now
with Ton 50n down and Hugh 400m further back.Hugh sane through to break the race record
and looked very fresh by the tine I finished.He also had the lightest shoes in the race
Tiger 6$ 's with the front completely sliced off.Tom and Don had been running 165-175
miles per week for a build-up,but the strain of race organising must have taken its
toll on Ton as he had clocked 5*44*32 in N.Z.earlier this year ovdr the
sane distance.
George McGrath (59) looked as though he could have run it over again,Sue H ill ran 3*14
and 3*15 in. marathons a fortnight apart this year and Jean. Medlock runs 90 miles a week
with regular 20 ' s and 30 ' s .
The organisation was great* The Army were there with radio control,every interstate
runner was offered a billet and a second and the main problem was the 'Kamikaze' Sydney
Drivers - nothing short of a lobotony would euro them I
1 .Hugh DEARNLEY

5*38 :3 7 11.Buck DILLON
21 .Ron GRANT
6:41*27
5*50»20 12 .Anyce MELHAM
22.Leonard WILSON
6:50:59
3 .D on KEYSSECKER
5 *54:54 1 3 .Kerry HEINECKE
6 :51 *32 23.Kerry DOWLING
4 .Ton GILLIS
6:20:14 1 4 . Andrew ELKIN
24.Jean MEDLOCK(w)
6:56:39
5.Peter GOULDING
6:26:42 15.Cedric SIDEB0TT0M 7:01:52 25*Jphn DAFFY
6 .Bob BRUNER ( 40 ) 6:28:40 16.John IHVTl'JE
26 .Keith STCFT
7*02:42
7 .Gary BEALE (u . 19 ) 6:28:48 17.George MOGRAT.’
2 7 .Brian wESTWOOD
7:19:03
8 .Steve Al'EHJS
6 :30:09 1 8.Sue HILL (w)
7:19:51
28.Keith B0IDIN
9.Les GAPPS
6:32:42 1 9 .Robert MARTEN
7 :2 2 :5 7 r 29 .John LEISEB0ER
10 .Peter LOGAN1
6 : 40 :40 20.George JACKSON
3 0.John HANSEN
7*34*02
Lois(third woman)and Brian HAMILTON cane in next in 8 :43:45*crossing together

2 .Keith CANARD

7:36:21
7:3 6:3 2
7 : 44:88
7:53*01
7*57*25
8:22:09
8*23*28
8:30:40
8:35*35
8 : 40:56

For the benefit of those who wish to join me next year,my training tips are:
1 .Run the last few weeks with a windcheater on over your usual training clothes,
2 .Run many 30 miles over hilly courses such as our King of the Mountains.Heat,hills and
humidity are the southern competitors* biggest enemy.
3 . 1 drank water only at every opportunity in the race and avoided the gimmick drinks
and food.
(Fred Lester's comment:The same applies to all marathons also in regard to refreshment)
xxx
xxx
xxx
OLYMPIC TYRES MARATHON RESULTS:(Subject to final checks)
1 J)on SHIPS ON
2:3 3:1 4
1 0.Neill C0UTTS
2 :46:04 1 9.Richard WEST
2:57*09
2 .Dave BYRNES
2:35*42
1 1.Terry MACARTNEY 2:47*18 20.Neill TAYLOR 2:57*12
2 : 58:01
3 .Geoff O'BRIEN
2*35*46
1 2 . J oo G0BEL ( 40 ) 2 : 49*26 21.Peter LOGAN
4 . Ian RANDS
2*35*59
13.Keith T0MH0LT 2 : 5 0 :10 22.Jim CRAWFORD 2:59*30
2 : 50:50 2 3 .Graeme QUICK
2 *58:48
5 .Alister MACARTNEY 2:41*49 14 .Gerry HART
15.Jeff CRAWLEY
2:52*02 24 .John BARRIE ' 2:59*26
6 .Lawrence D00LAN 2*42*45
7 .Alan SECHERJENSEN 2*43*22 1 6 .Bob SCHICKERT
2*59*43
2:55*15 25 .Gerry RILEY
8 .E m ELLIOTT
2*43*56
17.Harry BIRCH
2*59*53
2*55*45 26 .Raymond LEE
1 8.Ian HUTCHISON
9«Bruce WATT
2*44:33
2*59*54
2 : 5 6 :14 27 .Allan LEES
First woman was Anno CALLAGHAN 4 *00 :1 5 >two other finished the course.
Out of over 100 starters 75 completed the distance,55 were inside 3§- hours, despite the
incessant rain,which made it very difficult also for the scorers and other officials.
xxx
xxx
xxx
NEITHER HERE NOR THERE(Cont.):In N.S.W.events Qariberra teams usually win and are dis
qualified, or simply win without penalty .Disqualifications invariably evolves from a
failure to supply officials.Interestingly,on one occasion when we did have an injured
runner available to officiate he was posted on a gate and told to watK>out for livestoclc.How many sheep,goats and cattle would you expect to find in Centennial Park ?l?
Last year, Canberra had five teams in the NSW Road Relays and all were scrubbed in an
attempt to polarise attitudes between Sydney and the Capital.At least A .C .T . races are
never held over railway crossings to induce a training effect.

XXK

XXX

XXX

Will people making enquiries(and VMC members advising others to make enquiries)- please
note that we require a STAMPED SELF-ADDRESSED ENVELOPE for the return of information to
the person enquiring.Apart from the work involved and the cost of stationary,the Post
Office charge 2 0 / per letter,so it is quite a drain on club funds.It is common practice,
as well as a matter of common courtesy,to supply a S .S .A .E .

SANDRINGHAM "PUMA" 10 600n MEETING,14-11 -1978
Jack Ryan
In spite of petrol restrictions due to industrial disputation,51 competitors competed
in the 4 events on the night, of which the 10 000a was a highlight,Bob Welsh led all the
way for a convincing win inside E.Z* all-coners qualifying tine,which is tougher than
the National requirements.
In the Open 1000m Paul Grinstead ran a snart 2:29.1 to shade Wayne Clake in 2*31 .0 .
16 year old Mike Woolfe recorded a creditable 3*02*4 in the second division 1000n.
Another excellent performance was Mark Boucher,of the Sandringham C}.ub,who led a field
of Seniors and Juniors around the track for a time of 9*19*7 in the 3000n.
Results of 10 000m:
1 .Bob WEISH
30 : 26.6
38:05
8 .George RENNIE
34*40 15*Peter ZAHARIAS
2 .Bob GUTHRIE
40:07
9 .John WAITE
35*08 l6*Peter COLTHUP
32:01.7
3 .Greg ADAMS
41*30
32:49.8 1 0 .Ian PEARCE
35*34 17*Peter KIMBER
4*Jin SEYMON V 32:56
11.Bruce LEESON
36*13 18*Glenda HUMPHRIES 43*43
5 .Pat McMAHON
52*07
33*26
12*Vin O’BRIEN
37*27 19.Judy WINES
6 .John BLACKET 33*29
13*Adrian VALLENCE
37*31 20.
7 .Tony BERRY V 34*15
14*Graene HUMPHRIES 37*53 2l.Marg C0LTHUP( saved herself for
tennis I )
All in all it was a good night and we wish to express our thanks to PUMA for sponsor
ship of our 3rd Ajmual 10 000 Meeting*
xxx
xxx
xxx
ROUND-UP OP SOUTH AUSTRALIAN WINTER SEASON
Ian Hamilton
The S.A.winter season reads much the same as last season with John Farrington taking out
every state championship .The *77 exception was Dave Fitzsimons winning the 10 miler.
Without Fitz,competition for top spot has been nil,not one athlete consistent enough
from week to week for the follow-up position.John Williams and John Bell got nearest
to it,but this should not detract fron John Farrington's achievement.
The state competitions started with the 10 mile road on June 2 .The two lap course was
flat,open and exposed with strong winds and lashing rain prevailing.The lack of strong
competition also was no help to Farro who won in 51s55 >John Bell’ s second in 53*34
was excellent.
Two weeks later,at the state marathon at Roseworthy,conditions were near perfect for a
change,with just a slight wind.Farro led fron the start with John Williams,Wayne Chettle
Bob Barnard and Gerry Hicks in hot pursuit,all running around 2:25 pace.Further back
John B ell,Ian Hamilton and Darryl Turner at 2:29 pace with a big break to the rest of
the field of 70 odd.At 10 miles Hicks called it a day,Hamilton was next at 14 and
Chettle and Barnard gave it away at 16 miles,due mainly to the fast pace early on.At
the 16 nile mark it was a case of how fast Farro could go and whther John Bell could
overhaul a fast starting and fast tiring John Williams .Farro went on to win in an easy
2:25*25,Bell was second n 2*29*09,giving a perfect example of even paced running,John
Williams took thid in 2*29*40,then Darryl Turner 2:35*04 and fifth 41 year old Phil
Afford in 2*39*00.
On the 1st of July Farro took the 15 000m CCC on the flat Vistoria Park racecourse.to
second Bob Lange and thrid John Williams .The 12 OOOn CCC at Minda Hone Farm on July 22
was a very hard,hilly 3 lapper over fields and creeks; it had been pouring rain the moi>ning prior to the start,so conditions were cold and real crosscountry.Farro revelled in
the English style conditions to finish in an excellent time of 39*51 and now has his
sights on selection for the Australian World CC Team in Dublin in 1979*
This year saw a recod 4000 people line up for the Annual City to Bay Fun Run on Sept.
17th.With the growth and interest in jogging and running in S .A . this year’ s run was
given live coverage by radio stations 5KA,who were also giving away, every hour,James
Fixx’ s book on running.The eventual winner was Arthur Kings land of Victoria in 34*27
with Gary Zeuner again taking out second place in 35*13,over 2 minutes slower than his
time of last year.P.Haynes was third with 35*19*
xxx
xxx
xxx
LTiTTTTjlR FROM N .Z .
Brace Jones.
The main reason for qy writing is to enter for the Zatopek 10 000 - A grade as I am
coming over on the 8th of Dec with a group of schoolboy athletes and would like to
take the opportunity of circling O .P. 25 times.
The Choya narathon last weekend saw Ian Thompson winning in 2:13 plus from Dave Cannon
(UK)2:l6|-,Dan Greig 2:16*50,Tony Gead 2:18:44»I)v’ae Young 2 :1 8 :5 8 ,Gunther Mielke (W .G .)
2:20:01 and John Stanley 2s20:01-g-,They had the right distance this tine but conditions
were not as ideal as last year,i.e.more wind although it was raining.
This note is a bit rushed but I want to meet your dcdlines.Sorry,the above times are
not accurate but I don’ t have all the times in front of me.
xxx
xxx
xxx
AT THE END OF OCTOBER V.M.C.Membership stood at 439 Seniors and 37 Juniors .Enrolments
are still pouring in,but we suggest strongly for nambers to renew immediately they
receive notice with the last newsletter of the athletic year(MARCH)to maintain con
tinuity,particularly in regard to information*

\~IHM SHE JOGS,SEXISM DOEN'T TRAIL PAR BEHIND.
Gloria Duffy
(Fron the Providence(RhMe Island)Sunday Journal, 3-9-1978)
Los Angeles - Nowadays you see people running on even the busiest streets in Los Angeles
I ’ n a jogger myself, but I shy away fron routes where cars or pedestrians abound.The
reason is simply that I ’n a wonan.
I ’m young and in good physical shape.In addition I 'n well endowed by nature,which means
that when running I,w ell,bounce.If I chose to run on sidewllks amid pedestrians,I nust
prepare to endure a chorus of hoots and wetly snacking sounds emitted by men along the
way.Their comments are standard - and invariably sexist:Don’ t lose all that weight(hands
cupped to chest) .Hey,baby, can I run after you ? Monosyllabic expletives .Lewd gestures.
Requests to photograph ne.Cars pulling up and driving alonside.And those inevitable
loud smooches. I have run in nany partd of the world.Sometimes the experience has been
pleasant,sometimes not.Two principles seen to govern the vrying attitudes toward women
runners. '
•Axiom No.1 sThe nore supposedly sophisticated and cosmopolitan the city,the worse the
problem.Arms have literally reached out to grab ne as I dashed through Manhattan* s upper
west side on ny way to Riverside Park.I ran like hell the few blocks
between Dupont
Circle and Rock Creek Park in Washington D .C .fo r exactly the sane reason.A short jog
through Paris' chis 6th arrondissnent en route to the embankment of the Seine was a
nightmare of whistles and catcalls .Leering faces in Leningrad, that most European of
Soviet cities,followed me all along the canals of the Neva River.
By contrast,the response of people in smaller cities and rural areas has tended to be
neither threatening nor sexist,It' not that they aren't surprised to see a wonan running
often they seen shocked.In fa c t,I'v e stopped passersby dead in their tracks by.running
around Temple Square in Salt Lake City and along the promenade at Yalta on the Black Sea
Peasant women draped in black shawls stared at ne along the shores of Lake Como in Italy
and on the main street of Kiev in the Soviet Union.But in a social backwater, surprise
usually gives way to acceptance and even friendliness .In tiny Galax, Va, in the Blue Ridge
Mountains,folks waved as I ran along the town's main street•Prineville,Ore, ( pop. 1,700)
is a simple cowtown near the ranch where I worked for five summers .The locals couldn't
fully grasp why anyone would buck hay or ride the range all day long, then go out and
intentionally look for more exercise,but their own love for the sun,the clear air,the
mountains and all outdoor pursuits helped then understand.Moreover,in rural areas wonen
do almost everything men do .They ride out and bale hay,build fences and conpete in rowdy
games that f ill idle hours - and so seeing a woman using her body is no big deal.
When it cones to the female physique,the "provincials11 are less provincial than the socalled sophisticates.They're open-minded out of necessity, since men and wonen must coop
erate in the physical tasks that are part of their comnon battle against nature .Even in
Bukhara,a renote town in Soviet Uzbekistan near the China border,it was a woman who
enthusiastically led me to the local track,rudely cut fron a fruit orchard but proudly
maintained by the town.
Axiom No.2*In the United States,the situation gets better as you move west,East Coast
cities are worstjSan Francisco and Los Angeles are tolerable;Honolulu is idy llic.In
fact,the najor problen for the woman runner in Hawaii is caused by mainlanders - tourist
or military .During a six^month stay on Oahu, the perfect solitude of my runs around the
inside of Diamond Head Crater was disturbed only once every four weeks .On the last Sun
day of each nonth,open truck loads of mainland Am y privates would roar into the crater
for maneuvers, cheering and jeering as they passed.Perhaps because of warmer climates,
inhabitants of Western cities seen nore at ease than their Eastern counterparts on see
ing the hunan body partly exposed in jogging shorts and tank shirts.It is no accident
that a woman runner feels most at ease in Honolulu?the original Hawaiians agreed to put
on clothes only when East Coast missionaries implored them to do so.
why is noisy street reaction toward women runners so annoying ? perhaps part of the
reason is sheer repetition.An unpleasant experience becomes particularly wearing when it
occurs daily.It may also be that I run for different reasons than do nost male joggers.
Though I'v e been athletic all my l i f e ,I began running just five years ago,on the night
ny best friend's father died.I just took off in the dark,the cool air bathing my face
as a torrent of thoughts swept me along..Since then I'v e run for peace and caln.After
a day spent thinking,talking with Washington officials pr writing under the pressure
of a deadline,I seek mental repose,not exhilaration.The rhythm of my steps sifts out
and settles the events of the day.Sonetines I run to think out the solution to a pro
blen that has been eluding me .My entire purpose is defeated i f a rude male shocks ne
fron ny reverie.1 try to rationalise the attitudes.of such nen,telling myself that they
are ignorant and products of their upbringing, rather than nalicious .But on sone occa
sions I ’ve responded angrily to their harrassnent,poking a few fat gutd and flipping off
nore than one carload of bully-boys .Either way,ny peace has been shattered.
More and nore I'm frequenting the beach or,better yet,the fire, road above my house in
the Santa Monica Mountains .For I prefer the company of the rattlesnake that I occasio
nally meet upon the trail to the'slimy,foul-nouthed vipers that,‘IIn sure to run into
closer to so-called civilisation.

YJvl.C. NETSLETTER
SOME INCOMPLETE RESULTS
1 .Bill SCOTT
2:21:04
2*Dave BYRNES
2*23*06
3.Jin LANGFORD 2*25*14
4»Kevin ROCK;
2*26*36
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MELBOURNE MARATHON*
5.Paul O'HABE
2*27*09
9 .John DUCK
2*34*22
2 s34*33
6.Bob GUTHBIE
2*32*24 10,Ian BANDS
3rd V et:Jin SEYMON ( 40 )
7»Ron GBIBBLE ( 40 ) 2*32*24
8.Ted PAULIN ( 40 ) 2*33*37 1st Vet TfonaniPeggy SMITH ( 40 )
2nd Vet Womens No. 2487
1st WomansElizabeth HASSALL
3rd Vet Woman: Claire McKEHR(48)
2nd
Adrienne BEAMES
1st Junior*Julian BOLAND
3rd
Barbara BYRNES
1 st over 50 man*Theo 0RR(53)
4th
Joan CAMERON
1st over 50 woman: Shirley BRASHER
5th
Barbara FAY
1Jo°
(73)
At the tine of going to press,computer tines.had no1
xxx
xxx
xxx
NEITHER HEBE NOR THERE
Brian Lenton.
Fun running continues to boon especially in NSW.In 1977 there were 74
Buns in the
State and this year it will go close to 90 iAlthough the Mirror continues to'give sparse
coverage to the City to Surf there were 20.900 entries and 14,500 finishers .However,
the question on many people's lips must be "How did ESdzabeth Richards-Has sail feel
about kissing that monstrous beard ?" Again the old National Service argument rears
its ugly head,i.e.should one register ? Are you turned on by track and triple A events?
How many Mars bars would your registration feo buy ? One of the rationales for rego was
that you were covered by insurance.In 1975 John Gilbert handed over the baton in the
Anzac Relays to a passing car and had his foot mangled.Endless visits to doctors and
£150. + later,Gilbert received a screed saying that i f he had lost an eye he would have
received $60 I
In Canberra,the A.CT. CC Club holds bi-weekly races,so do some departnents, all together
there are about 250 road and CC races each year,during which numerous individuals have
nanaged to distinguish and extinguish themselves .Growth is not without its problems'
thoughsAt a recnt dinner the only person I knew was the dooman(a moonlighting p a l).
The 1978 Winter Ranking List is currently under debate,my tip is Jim Murphy,the inten
sive interval specialist.No . 2 could be Geoff Moore who is only 5 ' 6" and 110 lbs.That
in metric terms is 1. 67m and 50kg.However,his body fat content cannot be tested as
calipers puncture his skin and a water phobia eliminates the hydrostatic tank.In any
future Marathon film one can foresee Moore type-cast as Art 00 Detoo and Vic Anderson
as Darth Vader.
xxx
xxx
xxx
YOUR EDITOR,DICK BATCHELOR is a secret Surfie at heart,a kind of Walter Mitty,and for
the benefit of lesser mortals who comjbrise the bulk of VMC membership,the following
information is placed in fronf of you*
POINT LEO SURF CLUB is running their annual Flinders to Point Leo 8km along the rocky
and sandy shore on SUNDAY,DECEMBER 17 th, 1978,starting at 2pm from Flinders Pier.
This is part of their annual Surf Carnival in aid of something or other.Not only is it
recommended,but it is regarded as essential that you a m yourself with strong road
running shoes,if you are going to complete the course.Phil Hamer holds the record of
24s53,which he put up in 1976.There is no truth in the suggestion that Phil had deve
loped a special rock hopping technique,he just tikes Point Leo,since he also won the
King of the Mountains down there.
xxx
*
xxx
xxx
PLAIN SPEAKING Freddie calls it,but we aren't so sure that some of the words he uses
are actually part of the English language,at least they are not as commonly used as
Fred uses them.Nevertheless,the message seoms, to be that unless every athlete,and mem
bers of the Marathon Club in particular, takes part in running his or her own affairs
instead of expecting it to be done for him or her,we shall go into a decline simply by
default.After tall,if you keep on loading a few conscious people v/ith jobs and respon
sibilities there cones the time when they will cry enoguh and throw it back at you to
sort the mes out for yourself, and a moss it surely will be if you let it get that farl
The membership figures are creeping up towards the 700 mark and it is surely not too
much to expect of the 700 to take a turn once in a while(we estimate, once in three
years)to do one of the social responsibilities that are required, to keep a body such
as ours functioning.
The Annual General Meeting is coming up in March,but now is the time to give some
thought to the way in which you can contribute towards making the VMC a going concern.
There is probably one or the other aspect of athletics inwhich you are interested or
have some expertise in organising,besides it is also an opportunity'in learning skills
connected with organisation which stand you in good stead elsewhere.
The tine when we can count on several people to share, to work together as a group-on
each organisational aspect of our club,whether it be planning our program,attending to
matters of finance,conducting races,and many other tasks that, go into maintaining a
Viable organisation,will depend on the realisation each' one of us bring to bear on the
sport we 3.ove.Love is a two-way thing and very personal,It is not someone else's affair.
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Fred Lester.

QUESNSLAED IS ONE UP on the rest of Australia in regard to. making National Marathon
fields a worthwhile size.Instead of reducing the nunbers by strictly applying some arbi
trary "standard” ,this year’ s National incorporated the Australian Veterans* Championship
to bring the figures up into the 50*s.Other states AAA’ s and AAU" of A please note 11

xxx

xxx

xxx

THERE IS NO POINT in taking issue with every bit of nonsense spouted by the "experts"
on sport in the media,who have no intention of presenting judgment based on analysis of
facts and actual experience.Hero are some facts concerning participation & achievement
in the Big ”M” Melbourne Marathon* 120 women completed the course or 9 7 of starters}
approximately one third of the non contestants dropped out before the end.
Question* Is that because men have an exaggerated opinion of themselves ?

XXX

XXX

XXX

THE SELECTORS IN AUSTRALIAN ATHLETICS have been under fire for some time, especially when
it cones to the selection of overseas teams.TThile each one of us nay have opinions of
our own, and are entitled to hold such opinions and express then, it is just inportant to
be aware of the limits and restrictions put up against us selecting any team ffreely.
It is a sad fact that there are bodies such as the Olympic Committee and the British
Comnonwealth Games Association,representing all the sports concerned in such Games, and
whm themselves arc linited by availabilty of finances,lay down the limitations which our
own AAU then passes onto our Selectors.Because of the composition of the NOC and BCGA
EACH sport on it is in a minority and it is a natter of conjecture to guess how support
for nunbers is arrived at.
The critics would be far better to direct their fire towanid a more conscious approach
in the provision of adequate finance by Federal,State and multi-sport authorities,so
that EACH sport can be free to chose to the maximum when it comes to National and Inter
national representation.The individual sports are quite capable of setting their own
criteria without having to go out and cadge support from other sports whose interests
lay elsewhere.
xxx
xxx
xxx
IT CAN EE RATHER AilOTAKD when travelling overseas to have questions put to you such as*
"TThat’ s happening with Australian distance runnerss ? Aren't there any nore like Elliott,
Clarice,Clayton and Farrington ?*’ TJhat makes it even harder to answer such questions is
when you personally know all that talent that is around and some of it even for a couple
of years or more.I get to feel like sayings "There is nothing wrong with Australian
Distance Runners that a shot of Salpetre in the bum can’ t fix I" But,then I have second
thoughts because that would be to obvious for the Hrugs Commission of the IAAF and
might lead to disqualificationt
Seriously - when I look at the EMIL ZATOPEK "A" list with 4 runners 21 years of age and
another only 2 0,the majority of the others under 29 , as well as thinking of some eligible
but not entered such as young Laurie TThitty,there is a bunch of talent equal to any
where in the world. It is of doubtful benfit to copy someone else’ s style or training
schedule,to change coaches,to be finnicky over every race that cones along and to be
over-concerned about losing.All that does is only to inhibit the runner from going out
and running freely,concentrating on what is essential at the tine,whether it is trai
ning, a minor race or a major race.Take the brakes off 11
xxx
xxx
xxx
"GEE,IT’S LOVELY TO BE BABE IN NATURE-STRIP COUNTRY" was the thought in ny mind as I
cane in on the bus from Tullamarine after 3§- months away.TiThile I did not take in the
TTest Coast,USA,there was not a single locality in the 11 countries I visited (and ran
with the locals) that could have offered the space and variety for running that we en
joy in Melbourne.The best that's offering in most places are reasonably smooth asphalt
or bitumen roads,but very often the edges are broken and the sides pebbly.There are
parks available in a few pla,ces,the best are equal to our parks,mostly you have to stay
on paths or tracks which become difficult in the dark.
xxx
xxx
xxx
THIS IS AS GOOD A PLACE AS ANY to pay tribute to the people who conducted the two road
events at the Edmonton Ganes.Mrris Aarbo,a runner-up in the Australian Marathon Chanps,
Vic State Team member and regular VMC participant,was the Manager of the Commonwealth
Ganes road events and together with his sectional officials did a power of work to
complete the assignment without a hitch.I cannot speak too highly of the patience and
good hunour grought to bear on the many problems as they arose by all the key officials.
At tines pressure was pretty high and a lot of self-discipline was required to keep the
organisation flowing smoothly.Co-operation with the Amy and Police was all' that could
be asked and everything was done to assist the competitors.It was a pleasure to be part
of that tean, quite apart from being the person guessing a time closest to the actual
winning time in the- Marathon.

